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upon the geome trodynamic.: p rogram l(1l l11ws a11 t•utire ly clifft·rc nl taek; sc •c · G rii1dm11111 , 
Philosophica l Problems, pp . 77:w!8. 

21 . When I use the te rm " fl at", it is to be construed in the technical sense nf th t> vanishing 
of th e type (1, 3) curvature tensor. 

22. This is true of the metric tensor g h k as well as any others- a fact which has not, to 111 y 
knowledge, been mentioned explicitly in discussions of intrinsicality of metrics. 

23. Because of its linearity, Euclidean space may be identifi ed with a tangent space. 
24. Note that this is precisely the sort of insensitivity to coordinate changes on the part of 

the affine connection as I discussed with respect to th e metric in the Appendix "Alte rnative· 
Metrizability of Phys ical Space." It is as indicative of "affine amorphousness" in this case as it 
was indicative of me trical amorphousness in the other case. 

25. Remembe r that the origin is not within our coordinate neighborhood . 
26. In 2-space the curvature tensor has only one independent component. 
27. Grlinbaum has argued in detail that Einstein 's rods-and-clocks method, Synge's 

chronometric method , and the geodesic method of Wey] et al. depend equally upon extrin
sic standards for the determination of the space-time metric. Philosophical Problems, ch ap. 
22, section 2. 

28. Just as one definiti on of congruence might he preferable to anothe r on grounds of 
descriptive simplicity, so a1so might one affine connection be preferable to anoth er on th e 
same grounds. Lack of descriptive simplicity does not render either a me tric or an affine 
connection inadmissible as factually incon ect. 

29. In discussion, Howard Stein made reference to a particle "sniffing out" a path through 
space. If we construe the te rm "path" as autoparallel, then the question becomes : on the 
basis of what "olfactory" characteristics of phys ical space itself can an autoparallel be de
tected ? To "sniff out" a path requires discriminable odors, as any bird dog knows, but in a 
space of homogeneous elements, such di ffe rences in odor cannot possibly be intrinsic charac
te ri stics. 

30. Whethe r topological structure could provide the requisite curvature is. of course, an 
entirely differe nt question. 

3 1. Especially: Gerald J. Massey, "Toward a Clarifi cation of Gr iinbaum's Concept of 
Intrinsic Metric," Philosoph y of Science 36, no. 4, Decembe r 1969; van F raassen, "On 
Massey's Explication": Adolf Grunbaum , "Space, Time and Falsifiability, Introduction and 
Part A," Philoso,,hy of Science 37, no. 4, December 1970, reprinted in Adolf Grunbaum, 
Philosophical Problems, chap. 16. 

32. Massey, "Toward a Clarifi cation," p . 332. In the end Massey seems to despair of 
finding a reasonable explication of "alternative metrizability." See p. 345. 

33. GrUnbau m, Space, Time, and Fa lsifiahility, part A, section 3. 
34. Van Fraassen, "On Massey's Explication." 
35. Henri Poincare, Science and Hypothesis (New York: Dover Publications, 1952); Hans 

Reichenbach, The Philosophy of Space and Time (New York: Dove r Publications, 1958); 
Adolf Grunbaum, Philoso,,hical Problems of Space and Time, 1st ed . (New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, l 963). 

36. It is, of course, strictly nonsense to identify a coord inate system as such (without 
specifying a metric) as Cartesian, polar, etc. I am nevertheJess using these intuitive notions 
simply to try to give some feeling for the definiti on of unconditional alternative metrizabil
ity. 

37. Unlike van Fraassen's discussion, the present one applies (negatively) to various 
inhomogeneous spaces, such as the arithmetical spaces of real numbe rs . I am not sure 
whether it can be ex tended to apply to discrete spaces. 

38. In this context I am, of course, referring only to nontrivial intrinsic metrics; see 
Griinba um. Space, Time, and Falsifiability part A, section 2b, for an explication of triviality. 
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Absolute and Relational TheMies of 

Space and Space-Time 

I wished to show that space-time is not necessarily some
thing to which one can ascribe a separate existence, 
independently of the actual objects of phys ical reality. 
Physical objects are not in space, but these objects are 
spatially extended. In thi s way th e concept "empty 
space" loses its meaning. 

June 9, 1952 A. Einstein 

(Preface to the fifteenth edition of Relativity: the Special 
and the General Theory . New York: Crown Publishers, 
1961 , p . vi. ) 

l. Introduction 

Has the issue of ontological autonomy between Newton's absolutism 
and Leibniz's relationalism become otiose, defun ct, and perhap s even 
spurious in the context of present-day th eories of space-time structure? 
Or is the dichotomy be tween absolutisti c and relational ontologies as 
originally understood by Newton and Leibniz illuminatingly germane to 
space-time as much as it was to pre-Einsteinian space and time? Two 

N OTE: This paper is based on a much shorter version delivered at a conference ofrt~e sa".1e 
title, held on June 3-5, 1974 in Andover, Mass., under the auspices of the Boston U nivers1ty 
Institute of Relativity Studies, di rected by John Stachel. 

Apart from specific other acknowledgments ma~e within t~e tex t, I am ver~ grateful to the 
various Andover Conference participants whose ideas are discussed or ment10ned by name 
within the text, especially Howard Stein . In addition, I wish to thank John Stachel, th e 
organizer of the confer~nce, for th e opportunity ~o present the fi rst draft of this ~aper there 
and for valuable private discussions of some of its content. And I am greatly indebted to 
Allen Janis for having read both the fi rs t and fin al drafts: my treatment of the debate 
between the relationalist and the "semi-absolutist" had the benefit of some. mc1s1ve .ques
tions from him . Both John Winnie and Albe rto Coffa stimulated me to deal with some issues 
in section 4 (2) which I would otherwise have neglected. Jeffrey Wi nicour mad: me aw~re of 
some pitfalls in the use of the term "graviton." I also wish to thank the National Science 
Foundation fo r the support of research . 
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statements made in 1974 by space-time physicists will illustrat<· tl1at tl1< · 
central problem posed in the Newton-Leibniz debate has by 110 111 <:a11s 
become ill-conceived; instead it has since become more sophisti<:ated and 
has ramifi ed. 

In his illuminating paper "The Rise and Fall of Geometrodynamics," 
John Stachel wrote as follows: 

Would it not seem more sensible to talk about absolute and relational 
aspects of the geometrical structure within a given physical theory; and to 
recognize that generally a theory will contain both aspects? For example, 
the manifold structure of space-time seems to be an absolute geometrical 
aspect of all existing physical theories. While geometrodynamics, as orig
inally formulated , envisioned the metric as absolute, from Sakharov's 
viewpoint, as well as from at least some other interpretations of the for
malism of gene ral relativity, th e metric is to be viewed as a relational 
aspect of the geometrical structure. It is not too clear from the comments 
of Sakharov and Wheeler, but at least one tenable interpre tation of this 
program is that the manifold structure will still be taken as absolute, in 
the presumed derivation of the metric from the properties of various 
quantized matter fi elds. it seems possible to envisage a somewhat 
diffe rent program in which even the manifold structure would be 
de rived-in some approximation, at least- from something more funda
mental. Indeed , this seems to be part of what Wheeler has in mind in his 
discussion of pregeometry . .. 

Thus, the nature of an element of the geometrical structure as absolute 
or relational may be a changing one, depending on the level of theoretical 
depth at which the question is be ing considered. Penrose and others have 
also speculated on the possibility for deriving various geometrical struc
tures of present-day theories from some more basic structures, which if 
we can reach a satisfactory definition of 'geometrical ,' we might agree to 
call non-geometrical. 1 

I take it that in this last sentence, Stachel is alluding, for example, to 
Penrose's scheme of deriving the Euclidean spatial geometry of angles 
from the intrinsic angular momentum of particles. In the concluding 
paragraph of Penrose' s presentation of this scheme, he says: "One has to 
define the things with which one builds up geometry (e.g., points, angles , 
etc.) in terms of the physical objects under consideration." 2 Leibniz must 
be smiling with joy in his grave. But Leibniz must also be frowning in the 
face of Charles Misner' s quite contrary aspiration, which Misne r formu
lates as follows: 

The immediate philosophical problems which the current tentative 
supporting evidence for physical geometrodynamics poses , and which its 
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possibl, , dc •fi11ltlv1 • l'.<t11hl b li111e ·11I woulcl 111ak1 • inqH·rativl' , arc th e follow
i11~. On<' ll<Tds lo d11 rl fy and •·spo1111d th e idea of self~existing empty 
space as a realit y in 111 .. ' actual physical world. To a considerable ex tent , 
this is merely au esl<'nsion of the demands posed by Maxwell's elec
trodynamic theory in its special relativistic interpretation, where again 
abstract mathematical fields occur as the fundamental classical entities. 
Nor is it entirely different from the problems of describing 'what matter 
is', on the basis of quantum field theories . An aspect of this would seem 
to be to take a particular stand on the question of the nature of space . One 
is not able to interpret space as a relationship between material objects; 
rather, one sees matter and material objects arising as structures of 
mathematical relationships constructed in and out of space itself. 3 

My concern with the conflict between absolutism and relationalism will 
focus largely on some central problems that underlie or grow out of the 
themes struck in the citations from Stachel and Misne r. But I shall begin 
and end by asking questions without championing theses that purport to 
furnish viable answers. The latter questions will range from a proposed 
clarification of Newton's absolutistic conception of metrical interval ratios, 
to the physical and epistemological status of mathematical devices for 
turning a non-time-orientable relativistic space-time into the correspond
ing time-orientable double covering space. 

In the course of our inquiry into some facets of the present-day rele
vance of the Newton-Leibniz controversy, I shall distinguish several 
significantly different senses in which the terms "absolute" and "rela
tional" and some of their cognates have come to be construed, beginning 
with Riemann and especially since the advent of the theory of relativity. 

2. Newton 

It will set the stage for a foundational question posed by Newton's 1693 
letter to Bentley, if we begin by considering an intriguing though unsuc
cessful thirteenth- and fourteenth-century attempt to give an absolutistic 
account of the metric stmcture of Euclidean physical space. As we shall 
see presently, this account clashes head-on with the modern Cantorean 
view that all intervals of that space other than singletons have the same 
cardinality. But it embryonically anticipates Cantor by envisioning a 
hierarchy of transfinite cardinalities without, however, associating that 
hierarchy with the modern concept of superdenumerability. 

In her book on the fourteenth-century precursors of Galileo, Anneliese 
Maier• discusses the assumption made by some of these precursors that 
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line segments and high!' r-di111e11sio11al r!'gions ol' l':11didt'a11 3-spal'<' a n · 
literally aggrega tes of points , a conception to which she refers as "co111 -
positio ex punctis." 5 Referring to the compositio doctrine , she writes: " It 

is tacitly understood by both exponents and opponents of this doctrine, 
that if a given continuum does consist of points , then it must consist of a 
definite number of points such that a larger line or a larger surface con
tains more points than a smaller one."• Speaking of such definite numbers 
of points, Maie r says: "the continua consis t of (actually) infinitely many 
points; . . . one numerus infinitus can b e greate r or smaller than 
another." 7 As shown by examples given in the literature of the tim e, 8 

differences in transfinite cardinality were attributed to metrically unequal 
intervals or infinite point sets , be they disjoint, overlapping, or such that 
one is a proper subset of the other. Thus it was held that the metrical ratio 
between th e metrically unequal peripheries of two concentric circles is 
given by th e unequal transfinite cardinalities of the relevant point sets , 
and so is the identical ratio between the respective radii. Even the metric 
ratio between the diagonal and any side of a square, namely Y 2, is 
presumed to be given by correspondingly diffe rent infinite cardinalities. 

Champions of this compositio thesis include the thi1teenth-century 
w1ite rs Robert Grosseteste and William of Auvergne (or of Paris), as well 
as the fourteenth-century proponent of actually infinite sets , Henry of 
Harclay. 9 Let me cite Grosseteste's articulation of this conception by 
reference to both time and space . He writes : "The time that measures one 
revolution of the heaven is measured b y the maker of time by the infinite 
number of indivisible instants that are in that time, and a double time by 
double the infinite numbe r of instants, and a half by half, and a time 
incomm ensurable to it by an infinite number incommensurable to that 
number. " 10 Afte r saying that to God himself, any cardinal number which 
is infinite from man's point of view is in some sense finite, Grosseteste 
speaks of how God endowed space with an absolute metric, writing: 

With some infinite number (dete rminate and finite to him) he [God] 
measures a line of one cubit 11 (lineam cubitabilem); and with an infinite 
number double it, a lin e of two cubits; and with an infinite number half it , 
a line of half a cubit. And the re is one infinite number of points on all lines 
of one cubit. . . 

In what way then is the first line measured and numbered in the first 
place? I hold that it is by the infinite number of points of that line (but 
finite to th e measurer), which number of points is not in any greater or 
lesser line. But in each greater there is a greater infinite numbe r of points 
and in eacl1 lesser a lesser. . . 12 
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111'1111 · nl<'lril' was sl11 1\v11 111Ii .. 1111lt'11alile within the liwnework of Euclid

""" gt·onw lry hy "'" '""' ol' !111· concept of one-to-one correspondence. 13 

< ll ll<'r li>11rtec11th-c<· 11lury thinke rs soon pointed out that the radial lines 
.. 111:111aling from th e common cente r of two concentri c circles p rovide a 
111apping which shows that the points on the metrically larger pe1iphe ry 
l1av<' th e same infinite cardinality as those on the smaller one." By th e 

" ""'' token, the criti cs of compositio ex punctis had no trouble exhibiting 
"hi unique mapping of the points on th e diagonal of a square with those on 
:111 y side. 15 

This brings me to an intriguing question posed by Newton's 1693 letter 
It> Bentley. In my quotation from th e pe rtinent part of that lette r, th ere 
wi ll be two instances in which I shall cite in square brackets the wording 
given in the Turnbull ed ition, because that wording diffe rs importantly 
l'rom the tex t of the Thayer edition , from which my quotation will be 
taken. Newton writes: 

But you argue, in the next paragraph of your lette r, that every particle 
t>I' matter in an infinite space has an infinite quantity of matter on all sides 
and , by consequence, an infinite attraction eve ry way, and therefore must 
res t in equilibria , because all infinites are equal. Ye t you suspect a 
paralogism in this argument , and I conceive the paralogism lies in the 
pos ition that all infinites are equal. The generality of mankind consider 
infinites no other ways than indefinitely [definitely]; and in this sense they 
say all inll nites are equal, th ough they would speak more truly if th ey 
should say they are neithe r eq ual nor un equal , nor have any certain 
diffe rence or proportion one to anoth er. In this sense, th erefore, no con
clusions can be drawn from th em about the equality, proportions, or 
differences of th ings; and they that attempt to do it usually fa ll into 
paralogisms. So when men argue agai nst the infinite divisibility of mag
nitude by saying that if an inch may be divided into an infinite number of 
parts the sum of those parts will be an inch; and if a foot may be divided 
into an infinite numbe r of parts the sum of those parts must be a foot; and 
the refore, since all infinites are equal, those sums must be equal, that is, an 
inch equal to a foot. 

The fa lseness of the conclusion shows an error in th e premises , and the 
error lies in the position that all infinites are equal. The re is , th e refore, 
anothe r way of conside1ing infinites used by mathematicians, and that is , 
unde r certain definite restri ctions and limitations, whereby infinites are 
dete rmined to have certain differences or proportions to one another. 
Thus Dr. ~allis considers th em in his Arithmetica Infinitorum., where, by 
the various proportions of infinite sums, he gathers the various propor
tions of infinite magnitudes, which way of a rguing is generally allowed by 
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mathematicians and yet would not ht• good w•·rc all inlinil<·s •·q11al. A!'
cording to the same way of considering infinites, a rnathe matid an wrndd 
tell you that, though there be an infinite numbe r of infini te \inlinil<•lyl 
little parts in an inch , yet there is twelve times that numbe r of such part s 
in a foot; that is, the infin ite number of those parts in a foot is not cqnal to 
but twelve times bigger th an the infinite numbe r of them in an indi. And 
so a mathematician will tell you that if a bod y stood in equilibrio hc twe<·n 
any two equal and contrary attracting infinite fo rces, and if to eith er of 
these fo rces you add any new finite attracting force, that new force, 
howsoeve r little, will des troy their equilibrium, and put the body into th e 
same motion into which it would put it were those two cont rary equal 
forces but finite or even none at all ; so that in this case the two equal 
infinites, by the addition of a finite to either of them, become unequal in 
our ways of reckoning; and after these ways we must reckon, if from th e 
considerations of infinites we would always d raw ttue conclusions. 

.. . I fear what I have said of infinites will seem obscure to you; but it 
is enough if you understand that infinites, when considered absolutely 
without any res tri ction or limita tion , are nei ther equal nor unequal, nor 
have any certain p roportion one to anothe r, and the refo re the principle 
that all infinites are equal is a precarious one .16 

This statement raises the following questions: was Newton here in 
effect espousing the actually inn nite differing cardinaliti es of the scholas
tic compositio doctrine for metrically unequal intervals in order to provide 
a deductive justifi cation or deepe r explanatory basis for his absolutisti c 
conception of metri c ratios among space-intervals? Is it plausible that 
Newton could have resusci tated the compositio doctrine wi thout being 
aware of the devastating proofs of the equi-cardinality of all nondegener
ate inte rvals which had already discredited its account of metric interval
ratios in Euclidean space? Or are we to understand his statement about 
the metrical 12:1 ratio of a foot to an inch very differently as referring to 
the me rely potentially infinite numbe r of parts involved in taking limits of 
ratios of indefinitely increasing finite numbers of ever smaller parts of a 
foot and of an inch respectively? On this latter reading, the 12:1 metri cal 
ratio is an unexplained brute fact of absolute space rather than explained 
by a deepe r underl ying punctal structure of intervals, and this bru te fact 
ratio is then merely made manifes t b y the limit of an appropriate se
quence of finite ratios . 

These ques tions about Newton 's intention are , of course , primarily 
historical . But I shall document later that the unavailability of a viable 
deepe r explanatory bas is fo r metric absolutism was relevant to the intel
lectual dissatisfactions that drove thinkers like Riemann and Weyl to 
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""'" "·al t· " sp .. d li11lil )' rl'i11li 111U1! <'Onception of the metri c strncture of an 
11 -di111 .. 11 sio11 :d (i ..... rn11t i1111ous) 11!111sical manifold. Hence le t me develop 
111 y t·o1H.:<'p l11al 111otiva tio11s l(>r my histori cal questions. 

I 11 purely kin e matic contexts no less than in specifically dynamical ones, 
Newton speaks of ce rtain attributes or entities as "absolute" and tells us 
repeatedly that these are ontologically autonomous in the sense of exist
ing "without relation to anything ex ternal. " Thus, when he outlines the 
kinematic substratum of his dynamics in the well-known scholium of the 
Princip ia , he speaks of metric ratios among time-intervals as absolute, 
saying: "I. Absolute , true, and mathematical time, of itself, and from its 
own nature , flows equably without relation to anything ex ternal, and by 
anothe r name is call ed duration: relative, apparent, and common time, is 
some sensible and ex ternal (whether accurate or unequable) measure of 
duration by the means of motion, which is commonly used instead of true 
ti me; such as an hour, a day, a month , a year. " 17 He goes on immediately 
to stress the like ontological autonomy of the spatial "fi gure and mag
nitude" of any portion of empty absolute space, writing: 

II . Absolute space , in its own nature, without relation to anything 
external , remains always similar and immovable . Relative space is some 
movable dimension or measure of the absolute spaces; which our senses 
determine by its position to bodies; and which is commonly taken for 
immovable space; such is the dimension of a subterraneous, an aerial, or 
celes tial space, de te rmined by its pos ition in respect of the earth . Abso
lute and relative space are the same in figure and magnitude; but they do 
not remain always numerically the same. For if the earth , for instance, 
moves, a space of our air, which relatively and in respect of the earth 
remains always the same, will at one time be one part of the absolute 
space into whi ch the air passes; at anothe r time it will be another part of 
the same, and so, absolutely understood , it will be continually changed . 18 

Clearly Newton asserts that there are unique metric interval-ratios, which 
exist "without relation to anything external" like a physical clock or spatial 
yardstick.19 Thus unique metric ratios among intervals of empty container 
space , on the one hand , and of receptacle tim e on the other, are ontologi
cally q uite independent of measuring standards, in the sense that these 
ratios are not at all first generated or ontologically constituted by relations 
to "sensible and ex ternal" physical devices or processes: even when a 
clock yields an "accurate measure of duration" for "equable" lapses 
of ti me, and when a motion is uniform, any and all exte rnal physical 
entities are ontologically adventitious for the existence of the unique 
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me tiic ratios of tim e- inte rva ls and/or or spael'- illlt'tv: tl s. B11t rnd1 t'Xl1 ·m11/ 

physical agencies can then se1ve as e11istemulugic11/ vehidl's li1r h11111a11 
discovery of the uniquely true ratios , if suitabl e theoretical ca r" is "'"r
cised in the interpretation of the ensuing resu lts of meas11re111ents. 111 
short , In Newton's view, the role or status ofextei·nal metric standards as 
such is at best epistemological, since container space and receptacle tim e 
are each endowed with metric properties while containing any such ex
ternal entities only fortuitously or contingently. In particular, th e metri c 
structure implicit in container 3-space and independent of anything ex
te rnal is Euclidean. 

As we shall see, when applied specifically to metric ratios among inter
vals of space or tim e, the stated Newtonian distinction be tween absolute 
or nonexternal and relative or external was des tined to play a twofold 
fundamental role in Riemann's Inaugural Dissertation . Th ere Riemann 
contrasts " implicit" metrics with metrics imposed externally. But, as we 
shall see, Riemann and then Wey! employed this distinction while ad
vocating a doubly relational instead of an absolutisti c ontology of the 
metri c structure of an n-dimensional manifold of space or space-time. 

The re is a distinctly post-Newtonian usage of "absolute" and " relative" 
that has gained curre ncy since the adven t of re lativity theory: "absolute" 
is synonymous with "invariant with respect to a specified class CS of 
coordinate systems," while " relative" is synonymous with "noninva riant 
with respect to CS." In the Newtonian context , absoluteness is intended 
to be a property whose ascription is predicated on hav ing singled out a 
preferred frame , even though Newton did not succeed in thus singling out 
his absolute res t frame. 20 In contrast , in the stated post-Newtonian usage, 
the ascription of absoluteness in the sense of invariance, far from being 
predicated on the existence of a prefe rred fram e, is intended to stress 
independence of any such frame. Indeed the post-Newtonian twentieth 
century usage is not even ex tensionally equivalent to the Newtonian 
meanings of "absolute" and " relative ," as we shall now illustrate. 

(1) Two temporally successive events which occur at the same place in 
Newton's preferred absolute rest system 1 (primary inertial frame) and 
thus have the same absolute position are certainly not invaiiantly isotopic 
with respect to all inerti al frames, which include an infinitude of sec
ondary inertial frames. Nor is the absolute spatial distance between two 
nonsimultaneous events that are nonisotopic in the absolute frame 1 nu
merically invariant with respect to all inertial frames . When speaking here 
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""""ssary <'t1111plil'ali1111 1h:1t , stridl y s1><·aki11g, thi s is a special class of 
i1H'rlial sys t1 ·111 s, dilli-rin g l'rn111 ea<:li other on ly with regard to the orien
tatio11 or axes aml tl1t · choice of spatial and temporal origin. 

(2) Newton speaks of' moving frames as "re lative" spaces whi le asserting 
i11wri1111ce in the sense that "absolute and relative space are the same in 
fi gure and magnitude." 21 

(3) The i;elucity of a particle which Newton would regard as "absolute" 
in the sense that it is referred to his presumed ontologically autonomous, 
/lrefetTed inertial syste m is clearly nut invariant with respect to all inertial 
systems but is , in general, different in a " moving" ine rtial frame. Need
less to say, despite this frame-dependence of velocity, the term "absolute 
velocity" is not a contradictio in adjecto in Newton's th eory: although the 
particle to which an absolute velocity is ascribed is "external" to Newton 's 
absolute space and tim e, and thus the velocity attribute is relational , the 
absoluteness of space and time as metrically structured sys tems of points 
and instants is held to derive from their ontological autonomy. And the 
ve locity can be "absolute" in the sense of being the velocity with respect 
to the (elusive!) absolute inertial fram e. 

There are some lewtonian att1ibutes that qualify as absolute in the 
latter sense but also happen to be inva ri ant with respect to all inertial 
fram es under th e Galilean transformations of Newton 's th eory: th e 
magnitude of the linear acceleration of a particle, the simultaneity of pairs 
of events , the spatial di stance ratio among pairs of simultaneous events, 
and the metiic ratios of tim e inte1vals are examples . But the existence of 
such examples should not tempt us to trea t the Newtonian distinction 
between absolute and relative as synonymous with the antithesis between 
be ing CS -invariant and its negation. 

Despite the post-Newtonian use of th e te rms "absolute" and " relative" 
to render the latte r antithesis , the Newtonian distinction is still employed 
by contemporary write rs even in the contex t of general relativity theory , 
fo r example, to characte ri ze rotation as "absolute." Thus, J. L. Anderson 
writes that the matter in a Giidel universe "can be said to be in a state of 
absolute rotation. " 22 

So much for a sketch of some salient featu res of Newton 's absolutistic 
conception of space and time structure as not req ui ring the ex istence of 
external entities causally, le t alone logically. This sketch will be useful for 
our inquiry into the conceptual significance of the quite interes ting but 
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letter to Bentley, Newton deductively justifi ed his absol11tistie eo11 e .. pho11 
of metrical interval ratios in space by the postulate that these ratios derio1· 
from appropriately unequal or equal transfinite cardinalities of the actu
ally infinite sets constituting the inte1vals. As applied to the length of a 
particular interval and the lesser lengths of its proper subintervals, this 
postulate entails that Euclid's axiom, "The whole is greater than any of its 
parts," holds for the corresponding cardinalities and thus is , of course, 
strikingly incompatible with the Cantorean characterization of an infinite 
set as having the same cardinality as at least one of its proper subsets. For 
the sake of brevity, I shall refer to this anti-Cantorean postulate as "ACP": 
thus ACP asserts that all metrical interval ratios among intervals of positive 
length derive from the transfinite cardinalities of the inte1vals in question. 
Incidentally, in his proposed exegesis of Newton's 1693 letter, Clatter
baugh makes no mention of the late medieval ancestry of ACP in th e 
compositio doctrine, when he represents Newton as an exponent of ACP. 

Let us pause to comment on the exegetical problem of interpreting 
Newton's letter as championing ACP before trying to state the conceptual 
significance of that interpretation. The exegetical questions I am about to 
ask are not discussed by Clatterbaugh but have had the benefit of Howard 
Stein's privately communicated arguments against Clatterbaugh' s in
terpretation. 

Quite apart from the text of his letter to Bentley, there is documentary 
evidence that Newton did believe in the existence of actually infinite sets , 
as distinct from merely potentially infinite.finite sets. 24 But Howard Stein 
has argued that in the work on infinite series by Wallis which Newton 
mentions to Bentley, one is not dealing :with any ratios of infinite numbers 
as such, but rather with the computation of limits of ratios of.finite num
bers , when the numerator and denominator are only potentially infinite 
by merely increasing boundlessly. Why is Newton urging Bentley to 
renounce the kind of uncritical t reatment of infinites that regards all 

infinites as equal without restriction? Clearly Newton's initial motivation 
for making this point arose from Bentley's question about gravitational 
disequilibrium in infinite space. And Newton explains that the uncritical 
treatment of all infinites as equal leads to error in this gravi tational case no 
less than it would if it were invoked in dealing with two further cases: (1) 
"the various proportions of infinite magnitudes" which were analyzed 
carefully by Wallis , and (2) "the infinite number of infinite [infinitely] 
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lilll" part s ol' 1111 l1ll'h" l'is -i1-vis "the infinite numbe r of those parts in a 
ICu1 l ... 

l'rceist: ly l1o w did N1·wton construe what is common to all three of the 
l'ases mentioned by him ? It is clear enough that each of these cases 
i11 volves a ratio different from 1: (I) the ratio of infinite gravitational forces 
that produce disequilibrium , (2) Wallis's infinite magnitudes whose ratio 
differs from 1, and (3) the 1:12 ratio of the infinite number of infinitely 
little parts in an inch to the infinite number of those parts in a foot. 
Newton is surely telling Bentley that each of these three cases furnishes a 
warning against uncritically equating all infinites . But does Newton in
tend to say furthermore that in all three cases alike the failure of the 
relevant ratio to be unity is to be understood in terms of the merely 
potenti.ally infinite numerators and denominators that Stein sees in Wal
lis's treatment of infinite series? Or does Newton mean, as Clatterbaugh 
thinks, that the 1:12 metrical ratio of an inch to a foot is to be explained on 
the basis of the ACP assumption of appropriately different transfinite 
cardinalities of the points composing intervals that differ in length? In 
opposition to Clatterbaugh's reading, Howard Stein doubts very much 
that Newton could have overlooked the equi-cardinality of metrically un
equal intervals, an oversight which we recall to have been the major error 
of the medieval advocates of the compositio doctrine. Thus, in regard to 
the relevant notion of infinity , Stein regards Newton's conception of the 
metrical ratio of a foot to an inch as precisely analogous to Stein's reading 
of Wallis's ideas on proportions. 

I take no stand on the historical dispute over the proper exegesis of 
Newton's 1693 letter. Perhaps further evidence on the matter will be 
found in , say, the forthcoming volumes of Derek Whiteside's new edition 
of Newton's Mathematical Papers (Cambridge University Press), or in the 
sti ll unpublished Quaestiones , which are being edited by Jam es E. 
McGuire. 

But from a conceptual rather than historical perspective, I now venture 
to speculate on the significance of Newton's advocacy of absolute metric 
interval-ratios for the subsequent logical development of the theory of 
space. Suppose Newton did actually espouse ACP because he somehow 
overlooked its untenability. Then he would have thought himself to be in 
possession of an outline of a deductive theoretical explanation of the abso
luteness of metrical interval-ratios , rather than of merely some kind of 
overall inductive confirmation of the theory asserting their absoluteness . 
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And this explanation-sketch would hav< · had at l"ast ti"' pro111isi· orsJ!t' 

cifically justifying, via a deeper structure, the claim that th .. 11l<'tri<' 
inte1val-ratios are absolute: the justifi cation would be given in tern1s 1>f' 
more fundamental presumed stmctural features that are absol11tl', to wit, 
the presum ed infinite cardinalities of inte1vals. 

Whatever the merits of the speculation that Newton espoused ACP, 

the legacy Newton bequeathed to Riemann sure ly did not include any 
deeper, mathematically viable explanation of the purportedly absolute 
ratios , but only an inductive confirmation of Newton's theory as a whole . 

And in the absence of a viable deeper justification of the absoluteness of' 
metric interval-ratios, the stage was set logically for a momentous event at 
a time when Newton's physics was hardly in jeopardy from adverse ex
perimental findings: as early as 1854, at the beginning of his Inaugural 
Dissertation (Section I , 1), Riemann explicitly denied the then received 
Newtonian thesis that unique metric interval-ratios ex ist in continuous 
physical space and time "without relation to anything exte rnal": instead 
he en unciated the opposing relational thesis of external imposition of 
metric inte rval-ratios by transported me t1i c standards . And Riemann did 
so in Section I , 1 long before saying even a single word to claim further 
that the metric stmcture is also re lational in the sense that the metri c 
geometry is dynamically-dependent on the matter distribution. Indeed, 
not until the very end of hi s Inaugural Dissertation did Ri emann couple 
his predynamical thesis of relationality with the forth er dynamical one to 

offer their conjunction as grounds for denying that the empirical triumph 
of Newtonian physics must be he ld to confer credibility on Newton's 
metric absolutism, and for expecting the Newtonian geometrical stmcture 
to require gradual modification "under the compulsion of facts which it 
cannot explain. " 25 

Wey!' s exeges is of Ri emann's ontology of metric structure in space and 
time took explicit cognizance of its doubly relational character. For, as we 
shall see, Weyl perceived clearly that , in Riemann's view, the dynam icity 
of the metric geometry is effected by the matter dishibution only through 
the (actual or potential) causal mediation of ex te rnal , transported , metric 
standards which first generate the metric inte1val ratios as such. It be
hooves me to try to articulate this exeges is of Riemann's postulational 
reasoning a good deal more precisely than I have done he retofore. 26 For 
despite Weyl's contrary statement, Riemann is misportrayed in some 
quarters-by retrospection from a particular interpretation of general 
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n·l:iti vit y tl11 · 1>1 · ~d "·' illl vi11 g nm/i1wil l1is rdatio11:ilisin to th e dynamidly 
tlil'sis to tl11· .. . , .. l11 si1> 11 or t\i(' l(,Jlowing claim ol'his: ontologically-and not 
just episternicall y- so111e ex te rnal transported me tric standards or other 
(e .g., rigid rods) 1'1111ction indispensably as mediating causal agents, rather 
than as mere manifesting devices, in th e dynamical dependence of the 
geometry as such on the matte r distribution. In other words, this causal 
mediation claim asserts that a physical fi e ld produced by the matter dis
tribution acquires geometrical significance only via its action on particular 
kinds of external transported physical standards, which, to begin with, 

generate metric interval ratios in the continuous spatial manifold al
together. 

As we shall see in due course, it is one thing to avow that the specific 
articulation of Riemann's quite sketchy dynamicity thesis in standard gen

e ral re lativity theory ("GTR") does not assert this causal mediation claim 
and may even be incompatible w.ith the latter claim; or that a suitable 
physical, second-rank tensor field "carried" by the differentiable space
time manifold does in and of itse lf endow this manifold ontologically with 

a metrical structure, without reliance on any exte rnal metric standards as 
such (e.g. atomic clocks, freely falling particles), but that such standards 
will serve to manifest this otherwise autonomously geometric stmcture, 
and hence may be epistemically indispensable for human discovery of this 
stmcture; or yet that the causal mediation claim is at best contrived and 
thus much less fmitful or exciting for physics than the dynamicity thesis. 

But it is quite another thing to foist the stated presumed import of GTR 
onto Riemann by pretending that he did not espouse the causal mediation 
claim, and thereby to obfuscate the difference be tween his ontology of a 
dynamical geometric structure in a differenth1ble spatial manifold, on the 
one hand, and the avowed ontology of the metrical field which is asserted 
to have the sanction of GTR, on the other. 

We now turn to the more precise articulation of the exegesis of 
Riemann's philosophy of geometry, partly because the logical distinctions 
that will emerge shall se1ve our subsequent phi losophic concern with the 
current status of the rivalry between absolutistic and relational ontologies 
of space-time. 

3. Riemann 

As will soon become evident, Riemann contrasts discrete space with 
continuous space by claiming that "the principle of metric relations" is 
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" implicit" in the notion of th e form e r, while it must come from elscwh<'r< ' 
in the case of the latter. Hence the following nearly prescient anticipation 
of Riemann by Thomas Aquinas , which Gerald J. Massey has pointed out 
to me, deseives mention here: Aquinas regarded discrete space as en
dowed with a "mensura intrinsica" ("inbinsic metric") , while deeming 
continuous space or time-qua duration of things changeable in their very 
substance-to have inteival congruences only with respect to a "mensttra 
extrinsica" ("extrinsic metric"). 27 And, as emerges from the context, 
Aquinas holds (ibid. , chap. 5, "What is the subject of Aevum?") that there 
is latitude for "decree" in the choice of a "mensura extrinsica" not only in 
regard to the unit but also as between the diffe rent congruences gener
ated by alternative choices of an extrinsic metric standard. 

Turning to the text of Riemann's 1854 Dissertation, note that he de
voted section I to ' 'The Concept of an n-ply Extended Manifold. " And in 
that section I, subsection 1, he wrote: 

Determinate parts of a manifold, distinguished by a mark or by a bound
ary , are called quanta. Their comparison as to quantity comes in discrete 
magnitudes by counting, in continuous magnitude by measurement. 
Measuring consists in superposition of the magnitudes to be compared; 
for measurement there is requisite some means of carrying forward one 
magnitude as a measure for the other. In default of this , one can compare 
two magnitudes only when the one is a part of the other, and even then 
one can only decide upon th e question of more and less , not upon the 
question of how many [much]. 28 

Note several points at once: 
(1) Riemann treats it as given whether the spatial "manifold" is "con

tinuous" or "discrete" and addresses his foundational search only to the 
basis for th e metric. In short, he does ask where the metric comes from in 
each of the two cases considered by him , but he does not ask where the 
underlying continuity or discreteness comes from. 

(2) If physical space is a continuous manifold, he tells us that
ontologically and hence epistemically-"for measurement there is requi
site some means of carrying forward one magnitude as a measure for the 
other. " And "in default of this" external transported metric standard, 
metric comparability of spatial inteivals degenerates into a system of 
merely qualitative relations of proper inclusion. This is clearly a relational 
conception of metric inteival-ratios in the nontrivial sense that determi
nate metric inteival-ratios are held to depend ontologically on an external 
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dyua111i ca l, sill<'<' uotl1iug is said as yet concerning any dynamical depend-
1·11ce of me tri c ratios 011 the dishibution of matte r! I emphatically submit 
that it is wrong to interpret the role here assigned by Riemann to external 
transported standards as being purely manifestational and epistemic. For, 
as we shall see below, such an interpretation is quite at odds with the 
manne r of his foundational invocation of transported external metric 
standards in the rationale he offers for his dynamicity thesis in his section 
III, 3. 

Riemann 's concluding section III , which is en titled "Application to 
Space," begins with these words: "Following these investigations con
cerning the mode of fixing metric relations in an n-fold extended mag
nitude, the conditions can now be stated which are sufficient and neces
sary for determining metric relations in space." 29 And in the last subsec
tion of that concluding section III, Riemann first recalls from section I , 1 
his thesis that in continuous physical space, metrical inte1val-ratios are 
imposed by external transported metric standards, writing: 

in the question concerning the ultimate basis of relations of size in 
space . . . the above remark is applicable, namely that while in a dis
crete manifold the principle of metric relations is implicit in the notion of 
this manifold, it must come from somewhere else in the case of a continu
ous manifold. Either then the actual things forming the groundwork of a 
space must constitute a discrete manifold, or else the basis of m_etric 
relations must be sought for outside that actuality, in colligating forces 
that operate upon it. 

A decision upon these questions can be found only by starting from the 
structure of phenomena that has been approved in expe1ience hitherto , 
for which Newton laid the foundation , and by modifying this structure 
gradually under the compulsion of facts which it cannot explain. 311 

Let me call attention to two sets of features of Riemann's reasoning here 
in order to comment on their cogency thereafter: 

I. Note that when Riemann turns to the characterization of "the ulti
mate basis of relations of size in space" in section III , 3, he first stresses 
the applicability of his "above [section I, l] remark ... that while in a 
discrete manifold the principle of metric relations is implicit in the notion 
of this manifold , it must come from somewhere else in the case of a 
continuous manifold." Specifically, as shown by his very wording in this 
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recapitulation, he had told 11 s in S< 'l'tio11 I, I that i11 co11linno11s pl1 ysical 
space, the 110nimplicit "principl e of me tri c re lations" is constituted by 

exte rnal , transported metri c standards. Me tri c inte rval ratios, """ratio~ , 
are, of course , trivially re lational in discrete space no less than in continu
ous space. But Riemann 's point here is that in a metrically structured , 

continuous , physical space , "the principl e of me tri c relations" is itself 
relational in the sense of being ex ternally constituted , instead of being 
absolute by be ing "implicit ." Observe that Ri emann uses the strong term 
" must" ("muss" in the German original) in th e phrase " must come from 
somewhere e lse ," whe n recalling the contention of hi s section I , 1. His 
use of the te rm " must" strongly suggests that he regards this predynami

cal relationality of the ontologically constitu tive standard or criterion of 

metri c inte1val- ratios to be deducible from the presumed continuity of 
physical space, as I stressed in PPST, pp. 9 and 16. 

Several of my critics have ove rlooked the fact that in contrast to 
Rie mann , I have explicitly advocated (since a t leas t 1970) that this pre
dynamical thesis of ex te rnality or relationality is an ontological claim hav
ing the character of an additional physical hypothesis. Thus I have main

tained in my PPST (pp. 498, 527-528, and 753-755) that this thesis is not 
ce rtifi able a priori for an assumedly continuous and metrically stmctured 
physi cal space , but is an empirical hypothesis concerning "the ultimate 

basis of re lations of size" in that space. For example, I characterized as 
"empirical" (itali cs in origin al) th e assumption that RMH [Riemann's pre
dynamical thes is of th e ex ternality of the ontologicall y constitutive crite

rion of metri c inte 1val-ratios] is true. 31 I said that RMH is ·empirical , if 
only because the mere logical possibility of the truth of Wheeler's pre-
1972, thoroughl y absol utistic geometrodynam ics suffi ces to show that 
RMH is indeed an additional physical hypothesis , not deducible from the 
presumed continuity of space-time. '12 

Thu s I use th e labe l " RMH " (sh ort for " Ri e mann's Metrical 
H ypoth es is") to identify a hypothesis which I constme to be contingently 
true-if tru e at all-and ce rtifi ab le onl y e mpiri cally (a posteriori), 
whe reas I declared earli e r that Riemann had apparen tly meant to enun
ciate it as necessarily true and certifiable a p1iori. In the face of this 
discrepancy, it might be asked why I use Ri emann's name to iden tify the 
hypothesis in my divergent cons trual. To this I say that I do not invoke 

Ri emann's au thority in ord er to lend credence to RMH , all the less so 

since I am concerned to stress the consequences that follow, if RMH is 
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ve1y hi!(hly eo11llrn11 ·d . My li11ki11!( ol' Hi emann 's name to RMH seems to 

me justifi ed , e Vl' ll tho11!(h I do not intend it to lend credence to RMH : the 
justification de ri ves from the fact that , for whatever reasons, Riemann did 
espouse the assertion made by RMH , and that he then proceed ed to 

invoke it at the end of his Inaugural Dissertation in order to justify his 
dynamical conception of physical geometry . 

Early in my PPST (pp. 9 and 16), I had pointed out that Riemann had 

held the following: continuity furnish es "a sufficient condition for the 
intrinsic metric amorphousness of any manifold independently of the 
character of its elements. " (PPST, p . 16, italics in original. ) But I neg

lected to reiterate explicitly that Riemann conceived of his RMH as a 
necessary, a priori tmth, when I set forth my own divergen t constmal of it 
as an empirical , a poste riori claim in the later chapters (16 and 22) of that 
book. Perhaps it is the refore understandable that Paul H orwich's criticism 
of my prior exegesis of Riemann turned out to be at cross purposes with 

my concern with RMH . 33 

2. D espite the conciseness of Riemann's wording, it is abundantly clear 

that he is championing two kinds of ex ternality in his ontology of the 
metrical stmcture of continuous physical space: (1) the inevitable ex ter
nality of the ontologically constitutive "principle" or crite rion which first 
generates determinate metric ratios at all under transport ("das Princip 
der Massverhaltnisse" in the German original); hence he says that the 
constitutive criterion " must come from somewhe re else ("anders woher 
hinzukommen muss"] in the case of a continuous [spatial! ] manifold," 
and (2) the ex ternality of the causal basis of metric ratios ("de r Grund 
de r Massverhaltnisse"), a "basis" which "must be sought for outside" 
of space, "in colligating forces that operate upon it ," because these 

outside forces dete rmine what particular metric inte rval-ratios will b e 
generated by the constitutive exte rnal standards unde r transport. C learly, 

with respect to metric properties, Riemann assigns an essential ontologi
cal role both to "das Princip" and to "der Grund": withou t external , 
transported metric standards, the re would be no metric ratios at all in 
continuous space, but only qualitative relations of inclusion; but the role 
of the outside colligating forces ("de r Grund") is that the ir action on the 
constitutive standards determines the particular metri c ratios which the 

latte r generate under transport. 
Since the first of these two theses of externality is an assertion of on-
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tological indispensability , J shall he reafte r denote this first thes is oft•xll'r
nality by the acronym "OJ" (for "ontological indispensability'} And when 
applied to a type of space other than continuous space, I shall speak of the 
claim of ontological indispensability as "the counterpart of 01" for the 
different kind of space in question . Taken by itself, without OI, Riemann 's 
second thesis of externality asserts that the metri c ratios are dynamically 
dependent on the ex ternal forces presumably emanating from the matter 
distribution . Note that without 01, this second thesis is noncommittal in 
regard to "the principle" of the metric ratios , and thus does not require 
the causal mediation of the dynamical dependence of the geometry by 
transported metric standards. I shall use "DH" to refer to the mere 
dynamical hypothesis affirmed by Riemann's second thesis of externality. 

Having avowed 01, Riemann seems to think that he can then deduce 
DH. Why do I interpret Riemann as thinking that DH thus follows from 
01 which, in turn , he seems to regard as deducible from the presumed 
continuity of space? I maintain this interpretation because he employs 
the two words " then" and "must"- "Es muss also" in the Ge rman 
original-in the second sentence of our section III quotation from him: 
there he tells us that if space is continuous , "then . the basis of 
metri c relations must be sought for outside that actuality, in colligating 
forces that operate upon it." 

But th e logical situation is different from what seems to be Riemann's 
account of it here. As we saw, 01 and DH assert respectively the external
ity of the cons titutive criterion and the externality of the causal basis of 
metric ratios . Thus it is quite true that both OI and DH affirm the external 
dependence of the very determinateness of metric ratios. Nonetheless we 
can now show that 01 neither entai ls nor is deductively entailed by DH. 

That 01 does not entail DH is evident from the logical possibility of a 
world in which OI is true, while DH is false: relationality (exte rnality) to 
the extent asse rted by 01 does not logically require , although it allows 
and even inductively suggests, the kind of relationality (externality) inhe r
ent in dynamicity. For example, if rigid rods play the role required by OI, 
then it does not follow from OI alone that the spatial geometry generated 
alike by all kinds of rigid rods of whatever constitution must be dynamical. 
But 01 heuristically begets and even strongly suggests DH, so that the 
latter is a very reasonable speculative or postulational outgrowth of 01. 
Indeed , it seems very doubtful that Riemann would ever have envisioned 
DH without thi s inspiration from 01! Since Einstein's fi e ld equations 
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Does DI-I 11nilatcra ll y entail 01? I fai led to acknowledge explici tly in 
my earli er writings on Ri emann's views that DH itself no more logically 
entails OI than the latter entails the former. Yet it is important to see that 
DH does not entail 01: the kind of externality inherent in the causal 
dep,~ndence of metric structure on the distribution of the matte r im
mersed in space does not itself require logically that this causal depend
e nce (llso be mediated constitutively- as distinct from merely 
manifeste(i-by an external, transported metric standard of one kind or 
another. instead, taken by itself, DH allows that the dynamically de
pendent metric structure be merely manifested rather than 6 rst gene r
ated by SQch standards . For DH allows that a physical fi eld produced by 
the matter distribution does not first have to acquire geometrical 
significance from its action on those transported bodies that count as 
metric standards . 

On the other hand, once it is assumed with Riemann that OI is true 
then , of course, the matter dis tribution can affect the metric geomet; 
dynamically only through the then essential causal mediation of external 
metric standards. For if dete rminate metric ratios are first generated 
ontologically in continuous space by external, transported standards, then 
it is only by affecting the metri c behavior of these standards that the 
matter distribution can influe nce th e geom etry causall y. In brief, 
Riemann holds that without an external standard there can be nei ther a 
nondynamical nor a dynamical geometry in continuous physical space, so 
that any dynamicity of the geometry must be mediated by the transported 
standard. But as we saw, Ri emann seems to have gone furth er by viewing 
DH as an en tailment of 01. Nevertheless, I prefer to assume more con
servatively that he regarded the bearing of 01 on DH to be that of the 
heuristic ancestor of DH . This more conservative assumption was my 
basis for having said earlier that Riemann "coupled" DH with OI and 
offered their "conjunction" as ground for impugning the continued empir
ical success of Newton's metric absolutism. 

In contras t to those who would like to believe that Riemann's metric 
relationalism was confined to DH , Hermann Wey! is cognizant of the role 
of 01. 34 Wey! makes this clear in his account of the "full purport" of 
Riemann's rejection of Newton's metric absolutism in the 1854 Inaugural 
Dissertation. Speaking of Ri emann 's concluding remarks in that Disserta-
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tio~ , .Wey! tells us that " to make them quit e clear , .. he .. must hq .(in .. hy 
pomtmg out that, according to Riemann, in discrete space the counte1vart 
of 01 is false. On the other hand, when characterizing Riemann's view of 
the ontological basis of metric ratios in continuous physical space, Wey! 
'.""rites in italics : "He [Riemann] asserts . .. that space in itself is noth
ing more than a three-dimensional [cm1tinuous] manifold devoid of all 
[ met~cal J form; it acquires a definite form only through the advent of the 
matenal content filling it and determining its metric relations." 35 Thus it 
would appear that Wey! reads Riemann as having asserted both OI and 
DH in regard to continuous physical space. Weyl's emphatic statement is 
preceded by two other statements, which he intersperses with a full 
citation of the last three paragraphs of Riemann's section III , 3. In these 
two statements, from which I have previously cited only the opening 
few words , Wey! says: 

To make them quite clear I must begin by remarking that Riemann 
contrasts discrete. manifolds , i. e. those composed of single isolated ele
ments, with continuous manifolds. The measure of every part of such a 
discrete manifold is de~ermined by the number of elements belonging to 
it .. H ence •. as Riemann expresses it, a discrete manifold has the principle 
of its metncal relations m itself, a priori , as a consequence of the concept 
of number. 36 

. If we d.iscard the first possibility, that the reality which underlies space 
forms a discre te n_ianifold-although we do not by this in any way mean to 
deny finally, particularly nowadays in view of the results of the quantum
theory'. th.at the ultimate .solution of the problem of space may afte r all be 
found m JUSt this poss1b1hty-we see that Riemann rejects the opinion 
that had prevailed up to his own time, namely, that the metrical structure 
of space 1~ fixed and inherently independent of the physical phenomena 
for which 1t serves as a background , and that the real content takes posses
sion of 1t as of residen tial fl ats. 37 

These citations from W ey! prompt me to make several further in terpre
tive comments. 

l. Riemann tells us that in granular, atomic space, the cardinalities of 
the parts of that space endow it with at least one set of nontrivial metri c 
ratios which are implicit, rather than ex ternally imposed , and which are 
thus independent of contingent external dynamical factors. Now suppose 
that-contrary to fact!-th e assertions made by the aforementioned 
fourteenth-century ACP of the compositio doctrine about the cardinalities 
of inte1vals of continuous space had been tenable. Then Riemann and 
Wey! would presumably have deemed this a sufficient though not a 
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space. 
2. As we saw, Weyl's gloss on Riemann's Inaugural Disse rtation accords 

with my contention that it is wrong to ignore the or thesis in Riemann's 
relationalism in an exclusive preoccupation with his championship of DH. 
Oddly enough , while some have made thi s enor , others have unwittingly 
assimilated 01 into the folklore of mathemati cal physics even to the extent 
of egregiously imputing its espousal to Newton while e rron eously confin
ing Newton's absolutism to hi s denial of DH . Yet Newton's absolutism 
denied or and DH alike by denying each of the two kinds of externali ty 
respectively asserted by them. Thus it is not enough for Newton if the 
geometry is held to be "given once and for all ," because he rejects even a 
nondynamic conception that makes the fixed geome tri c structure ontolog
icall y d ependent on a re la tion to th e b ehav ior of ex te rnal me tri c 
standards. The stated enoneously one-sided readings of Ri emann and 
Newton have given currency-each in its own way- to an inaccurate 
portrayal of Ri emann as having dashed with Newton's absolutism only in 
regard to the truth of DH , rather than in regard to both or and DH! 

Unless I misread J. L. Anderson's account , he wrongly depicts Newton 
as having espoused the or th es is. For note that Ande rson has Newton 
conceiving of space as "a three-dimens ional manifold upon which was 
supe rimposed a metri c geometry." Anderson wiites as follows: 

For Newton, space and tim e were conceived to be physical entiti es. 
F urthe rmore, they were absolute entities , unchanging and unchanged by 
the presence of othe r physical entities. H ence the defi nitions [footnote 
reference omitted here] : 
l. Absolute, true , and mathematical time , of itself, and from its own 

nature, flows equably without relation to anything external. 
2. Absolute space , in its own nature, without relation to anything ex ter

nal, remains always similar and immovable . 
It is clear that in speaking of space and time in this way, Newton was 

referring to their geometrical prope1iies. Furthermore the concept of a 
straight or right line was fundamental to th e whole Newtonian picture, as 
was th e concept of angles and distances between points. Since no other 
types of geometries were known at the time, there can be no doubt that 
when Newton spoke of space he meant the space of Euclid , that is, a 
th ree-dimensional manifold upon which was superimposed a flat , metli c 
geometry. And by "absolute space" it is cl ear that he considered this 
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geometry to be unafled ed hy any physical disl11rhan ees i11 this sp:t<'<» 
Likewise , Newtonian time must be understood as a one-dimensional mani
fold with a "distance" defined on it that is also unaJfocted by such ph ys im l 
disturbances. 38 

When th e logical existence of non-Eu clidean geometri es became 
known long after Newton's death , it did become illuminating to analyze 
any one metrical structure, including the Euclidean one , into a three
dimensional manifold, logically coupled with the appropriate particular 
metric properties . One could then distinguish the bare manifold from 
the metric features by speaking of the metric structure as conceptually 
"superimposed" on the manifold structure. In particular, one could, of 
course, thus analyze the Euclidean structure which Newton atttibuted 
to physical space. 

But in the very sentence in which Anderson characterizes Newton's 
conception of Euclidean physical space in te rms of a "superimposed" flat 
metric geometry, Anderson rightly emphas izes that Euclid's geometry 
was the only type of metric geometry known to Newton. Unless Anderson 
imputes 01 to Newton, it is precisely Newton's belief in the a priori 
monopoly of Euclidean geometry that would make it pointless for Ander
son to characterize Newton's own conception of the me tric Euclideanism 
of his physical space in terms of superimposition. By speaking of 
"superimposition" presumably in the sense of OI when characteri zing 
Newton's view of Euclidean physical geometry , Anderson does violence 
to Newton's crucial and repeated phrase "without relation to anything 
external. " For, as we sa':", Newton employed this phrase to mean that the 
OI conception of"superimposition" of a metric structure is no less alien to 
his absolutism than the dynamicity of the geometry: th e nondynamicity of 
the geometry is only a necessary and not also a sufficient condition for the 
Newtonian absoluteness of the geometry. Howard Stein has remarked to 
me that it may perhaps not have been Anderson's intent to impute OI to 
Newton afte r all . If indeed it was not, then my criticism of Anderson's 
apparent portrayal of Newton should be unders tood to apply to the at 
.]east very plausible reading of Anderson's wording which I have stated. 

In any case, those who wrongly confine Newton 's absolutism to the 
anti-dynamical thesis that the geometry is , as Anderson puts it later, 
"fixed once and for all ," 39 naturally think they are employing the Newto
nian concept of absoluteness when they claim that th e nondynamicity of 
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3. Tl"' prt'l'<' cli11 ~ ··011 s icl t' r:tlio11s now allow us to comment on the rela
live ly weak sense in which Wheele r's pre-1972 geometrodynamics 
(" GM D") conceives of the geometry as "dynamical. " If we compare the 
role of space-time in GMD with that of Newton's absolute 3-space, we can 
say that GMD goes Newton's absolutism one better in that it postulates 
not only an ontologically autonomous geometric structure but also the 
reduction to that structure of the material content, which Newton re
~arded as only ontologically adventitious with respect to the geometry. 
Thus GMD not only denies 01 but views the matter distribution itse lf as a 
mere manifestation of the geometry rather than as an ontologically inde
pendent agency that causally influences the geometry. Hence GMD can
not view the space-time geometry as dynamical in the mate rial agency 
sense of standard 1915 CTR, which Wey! articulated above: the latter 
sense of "dynamical" assigns a relational status to the geometry by accord
ing to immersed matter a certain kind of geometrogenic role, whereas 
GMD deems the geometry to be autogenic, as it were. Thus, insofar as 
the space-time geometry of Wh eeler's unrese1vedly absolutistic GMD is 
indeed "dynamic-al ," it is so in an ontologically different or weaker sense. 
What th en is that other sense? 

The word "dynamics" in GM D's name "geometrodynamics" se1ves the 
distinct purpose of rendering the asse rtion of the time-dependence of 
specifi ed geomehic entities. Alth ough there is no dynamicity in 
Wh eeler's GMD in the relational mate rial agency sense of standard CTR, 
there is "dynamicity" in the distinct sense of time-dependence. Thus in 
space-times devoid of a time-like Killing vector fi eld , GMD countenances 
a time-dependent 4-metric in every (admissible) coordinate system. •0 And 
even in space-times endowed with a time-like Killing vector fi eld (s tation
ary and static cases), GMD provides scope for a time-dependence of the 
4-metric in suitable coordinate sys tems . H ence there is scope for th e 
temporal evolution of specified 3-geometries. In this sense, GMD can be 
both "dynamical" and unreservedly absolutistic. 

4. Bertrand Russell has emphasized that in talking about continuous 
manifolds , "Riemann had [physical] space in mind from the start, and 
many of the properties which he enunciates as belonging to all manifolds , 
belong, as a matte r of fact, only to [physical] space." 41 Generalizing this 
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point, one can say that a fo11r-di111 L·11s io11al , r<'al 1111111h"r spac<' Jl ·1 a11d a 
fou r-dimensional physical space- time both have the same fo rmal slntct 11n· 
qua being four-dimensional manifolds, but that they diffe r materi all y, as il 
were, if one may allude to Aristotl e's distinction be tween form and matte r 
in this context. The distinction between formal and material seems to bear 
on the elucidation of Riemann's concept of implici t me tric to th e following 
extent : as both a fo rmal and mateiial entity, a four-dim ensional, phys ical 
space-time manifold may well not implicitly possess some properties that 
are , however, implicit to the real numbe r manifold R'1 qua real numbe r 
manifold , and conve rsely. 42 

4. Is It Ill-Conceived to Inquire into the " Implicitness" versus 
Exte rnality of the Ontologically Constitutive "Principle" 

of Metricality of th e Ph ys ical Space -Time Manifold? 

Earlier in thi s essay , I have endeavored to document that in the pr-e
dynamical section I , l of his Inaugural Dissertation, Riemann posed and 
answered essentially the fo llowing ques tion: if continuous physical 
3-space is indeed metli c at all , whence does its very mehi cality-as dis
tinct from the particular metric structure possessed by it- de1ive ontolog
ically? More specifically, given that physical 3-space is both continuous 
and metric, can th e ve1y "principle" (ontologically constitutive crite rion) 
of me tri cality be held to be implicit in that metri c physical 3-space? Or 
does that ve1y "principl e" deri ve ontologically from entities outside that 
physical metri c space , qua being physically met1ic? 

Wey I has summarized Ri emann 's answer ve1y concisely in th e following 
statement , which I did not cite above : "According to Riemann , the con
ception 'congruence' leads to no metri cal sys tem at all , not even to the 
general met1ical sys tem of Riemann, which is governed by a quadratic 
diffe rential fo rm ." 43 And Wey I claiifi es this statement on the next page by 
saying that " . me tri c relations are not the ou tcome of space being a 
form of phe nomena [as for Kant], but of the physical behaviour of measur
ing rods and light rays. . " Note that this statement contains the asser
tion that "metli c re lations are . the outcome of th e physical 
behaviour of measuring rods and light rays ." Hence I take the word "out
come" here to be intended by Weyl to allude to Riemann's and perhaps 
Weyl's own claim OI concerning the ontologically constitutive generating 
role of ex ternal metri c standards of one kind or another. But the latter 
may well not include measuring rods . 44 Les t it be thought that the wider 
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firs! li>c11 s"s 011 l·: i11 s l<'i11 's imple mentation of Rie mann 's mainly pro
grammatic DH and then concludes by enunciating both OI and DH . 
Wey! wri tes: 

l ~ in s tein helped to lead Ri emann 's ideas to victory (although he was not 
di rectly infl uenced by Rieman n). Looking back from the stage to which 
Einstein has brought us, we now recognize that th ese ideas could give rise 
to a valid theory only after thne had been added as a fourth dim ension to 
the three-space dim ensions. . In E instein 's theory (Chapter IV) the 
co-effici ents g.,, of the me tri cal groundform play th e same part as does 
gravitational potential in Newton's theory of gravitation . The laws accord
ing to which space-filling matter determines the metri cal structure are the 
laws of gravitation . The gravitational fi eld affects light rays and " rigid" 
bodies used as measuring rods in such a way th at when we use these rods 
and rays in the usual manner to take measurements of objects, a geometry 
of measurement is found to hold which deviates ve1y little from that of 
Euclid in the regions accessible to observation . These metri c relations are 
not the outcome of space being a form of phenomena, but of the physical 
behaviour of measuring rods and light rays as determined by the gravita
tional fi eld. 45 

The reade r can judge wheth er my exeges is makes me liable to the 
charge , leveled in Lau re nce Sterne's Tristram Shandy , th at "he would 
move both heaven and earth, and twist and torture everything . to 
support his hypothesis.""; 

But apart from my interpre tation of Riemann and Wey!, we need to 
consider a challenge to the effect that the question which I believe 
Riemann to have asked in his section I , l is ill-posed. On several occa
sions, Howard Stein has challenged the ve ry notion that, with respect to 
the physical space-time manifold PST, th ere is a well-conceived ontologi
cal issue at all between the denial that PST is implicitly metri c and the 
corresponding affirmation . In othe r words, he regards the question , 
"Whence does the very me tri cali ty of PST de1ive ontologically?" to be a 
pseudo-question ab initi.o , if it is not to be an altogether trivial question . I 
am very grateful to my valued fri end Stein for this chall enge and hope th at 
my reply to it furth er on in this essay will be genuinely clarifying. Let me 
try to state Stein 's doubts as plausibly and clearly as I can in a de tailed 
series of propositions. 47 Only after this rather lengthy statement shall I 
offe r the rebuttal that I now consider appropriate at thi s writing. 

(1) When confronted with the question of whe ther PST impli ci tly or 
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intrinsically possesses properties of" a metri c character, Stein finds hi111 S<· ll · 
stymied from the outse t. For he fee ls a crucial need for identification of" 
the object about which the question is be ing asked . And he notes that 
independently of theoretical identification , he has no access to spaee
time. H ence if the question is, "Is metric structure intrinsic to space-time 
qua space-time?" then he finds that he knows of no way to indicate th e 
referent of the term without begging the question . He contras ts space
tim e with , say, th e case of a globe sitting on one's desk. H e claims to know 
in some sense "by acquaintance" what object is meant when one speaks of 
the globe on th e desk, and he asks the following question: does the globe 
inhinsically possess th e metrical property of having a surface which is a 
Riemannian 2-manifold of constant positive curvature? 

(2) Of course , Stein is not inte res ted, nor am I , in a trivialized reformu
lation of the ques tion concerning the ontological status of metricality of 
PST whose soundness is at issue. Thus it is agreed on all sides that on the 
purely deductive mathematico -logical level-as distinct from the level of 
physical ontology-both of the followin g are the case: (a) If PST is charac
terized math emati cally as possessing a certain mehical structure, then it 
foll ows trivially that PST, thus characte1ized, is endowed with metricality: 
(b) If, on th e other hand, PST is characte rized conceptually only as a 
diffe rentiab le manifold, then its me tricality is obviously not vouchsafed 
deducti vely. With respect to PST, Stein contrasts (1) the cla1ity of the 
notion of what is or is not logically (deductively) implicit in the concept of 
a specifi ed structure, with (2) the problematic character of the notion of 
what properties are or are not ontologically implicit in the object possess
ing that structure . Specifically, when commenting on the distinction 
between intrinsicness to a concept, and being intrinsic to an object , Stein 
has said: 

The former notion is an exceedingly clear one-despite the attacks that 
have been made against the concept of "analyti c truth ." It ex tends to 
quite trivial cases, that is, immediate consequences of a definition (e .g., 
" the notion of distance is intrinsic to th e structure of a me tric space"); and 
to quite non-t1ivial ones (e.g., "A Riemannian structure is intrinsic to a 
smooth manifold with free mobility," or "a mehic structure in the sense of 
Weyl is intrinsic to a manifold with compatible conformal and projective 
structures"). 

The notion of "intrinsicness to an object" is much harder to treat with 
precision . Adolf Griinbaum , in his discussion of Riemann's views on 
measure- relations in continuous manifolds, has undertaken this diffi cult 
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For instance, if we ask (assuming Newtonian physics) whethe r "equality 
of" t ime-intervals" is a re lation intrinsic to the space-time manifold, and if 
I his is construed (roughly) to mean "whethe r that relation is involved in 
the structure of the space-time manifold itself, considered apart from all 
other entities," the quesion at once arises of how to explicate the notion of 
" the space-time manifold itself," and of the conceptual line be tween it and 
"all other entities." I see no way to confront the former question inde
pendently of the latter; and yet the converse may also seem to hold: that 
we cannot give a conceptual explication of " the space-time manifold" 
without begging the question of its intJinsic properties . In a si tuation like 
this, I think it's healthy to remember the hackneyed old positivis t rubric 
of the "pseudo-question": the conceptual tangle, or circle, seems to me 
merely a sign that the ques tion itself, as I have formulated it and in the 
context in which I have so fa r put it, isn't a clear question at all . 

I am , however, able to attach a meaning to the claim that a relation 
having the formal characte ristics of that of equality of time-inte rvals is an 
objective structural characteristic of the natural world. To say this is to say 
that a theory that we have reasonable grounds to accept posits a structure 
to which such a relation is " intrinsic" in th e first-conceptual or 
" logical"-sense . ("Reasonable grounds to accept" the theory should be 
understood to imply grounds also fo r the belief that th e structure it posits 
does not involve "redundant" or "eliminable" components-as, e.g. , "ab
solute position" or "absolute res t," unlike absolute simultaneity or equal
ity of tim e-intervals , are demonstrably eliminable from Newton's theory.) 

And now I can state what I have meant in speaking of "ratio of time
intetvals ," etc., as "intrinsic" to space-tim e for Newton: I meant that, in 
Newton's theory, these relations (or functions) are objective characte ris
ti cs of the world; and that within that th eory (or a certain reformulation of 
it which is not very far from Newton's formulation) a certain aspect of the 
whole (dynamical and physical) structure is conceptually separa ted out as 
"space-time," in such a way that the relations in question do (in the logical 
sense) belong ("intrinsically") to the structure of space-time. 

I have addressed myself to the stated platitudes that trivialize ontologi
cal implicitness vs. relationality of the metricality of PST into deductive 
implicitness vs. nonimplicitness in a concept. And I have done so with a 
view to eliciting claiifi cation from Stein by saying the following: 

I have no doubt that there are difficulties which beset my own detailed 
attempt elsewhere to explicate more cl early Riemann's intuitive and 
merely illustrated distinction be tween implicit and nonimplicit mehics. 48 
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But I submit that whateve r li>llies I have previo11sly comrn itl<'d i11 111y 
effort to provide such an explication, these follies do not ind11d" th<· 
attempt to make philosophical capital from tacitly trading on th e stated 
platitudes. Instead, I construed the issue posed by Riemann roughly as 
follows: if an n-dimensional physical space is a specified kind of me tric 
space, where do its particular metric interval ratios come from ontologi
cally or physically? Am I asking an ill-conceived question? 

I continue not to underestimate the ramified difficulties of giving a clear 
explication of Riemann's foundational distinction between implicit and 
nonimplicit, or of Newton's quite cognate distinction between absolute 
and external, for that matter. But whatever the deficiencies of my pro
posed articulation of the distinction, one thing seems to be importantly the 
case: the stated trivial construal of how fuemann and Wey] conceived of 
spatio-temporal metrics simultaneously trivializes much of the intellectual 
history from the thirteenth century through Wheeler and Sakharov of the 
issue be tween absolutistic and relational conceptions of metric structure . 

Howard Stein is certainly one of the writers who have not trivialized 
the issue between Newton and Leibniz in regard to the ontological au
tonomy vs. nonautonomy of space. But Stein has also been skeptical 
concerning the feasibility of a nontrivial and noncircular formulation of 
ques tions as to the existence of implicit or internal metric ratios in spec
ified kinds of physical spaces. I hope it will not be taken amiss if! venture 
to say that although he is a doubting Thomas, Stein seems to appeal to 
something akin to Rie mann's distinction between implicit and external 
relations in Stein's own account of Newton and Leibniz. To be specific, 
Stein gives a statement of the difference be tween Newton and Leibniz in 
regard to the character of the relations which they regarded as individuat
ing the points of space via the principle of the identity of indisce rnibles . 
And Stein does so by saying: 

the relations that constitute space and give its parts their indi
viduality are according to Newton internal relations; that is to say, he is 
content to postulate the entire structure of space, without attempting to 
derive it from or ground it in the relations of non-spatial entities. 49 

It is true that unlike Ri emann , Stein does not single out metrical spatial 
relations from other kinds of spatial relations. Nonetheless, Stein's state
ment seems to be predicated on a conceptual delineation of the difference 
between the internality of spatial relations , on the one hand, and their 
being grounded " in the re lations of non-spatial entities," on the other. 
Why then need it be conceptually unsound for Riemann to single out 
metrical relations and assert of them that these particular relations , as 
distinct from at least some others, are ontologically grounded in the rela
tions to nonspatial entities? Does internality vs. externality of relations 
have to be an all-or-nothing affair? If so, why? Or is th e difference be
tween internality and externality of relations conceph1ally unsound even 
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the gravitatio11al 11i:1ss ol' a hody as a property of the body itself, on the one 
hand, and the weight ol' that body as a property whose possession by the 
hody involves th e interaction of the body with the earth's gravitational 
fi e ld, on the other. Why, I ask, is this so very different in perspicuity from 
Hiemann's distinction between a complex property implicit in or internal 
lo the manifold of physical 3-space , and a property which is not implicit in 
it, the latter property of 3-space being its metric structure? I ask these 
questions not in the spirit of offering a tu. qu.oque argument against How
ard Stein's skepticism, but rather to make a plea for help from others in 
the work of more adequately explicating Riemann's concept of implicit 
metric. 

Stein's replies to the questions addressed to him in my preceding 
statement begin with statements of my questions and are as follows: 

(a) "Why then need it be conceptu.ally u.nsou.nd for Riemann to single 
ou.t metrical relations and assert of them that these particu.lar rela
tions, as distinct from at least some others, are ontologically 
grou.nded in the relations of non-spatial entities?" 

Answer: It need not be conceptually unsound. In fact, I have myself sug
gested in my own paper 51 that Riemann had excellent reasons for suggest
ing that the metrical stru.ctu.re of space has in a certain sense its roots
ontological, if you will-in something deeper and more comprehensive, 
namely the dynamical stru.ctu.re of the world. (Of course, in general 
relativity even the notion of "metri cal structure of space" loses definite 
meaning; but "dynamical structure of the world" does not-and one, at 
least, of its aspects is the metrical structure of space-time.) 

On the other hand, it is far from clear-to me at least-that there is a 
conceptual necessity, or even plausibility, in the view that it is legitimate 
to postulate--and in this sense to hold as "intrinsic," and not "grounded 
in" anything prior-a manifold topology and a differentiable structure 
upon the set of all world-points, and not equally legitimate (from a general 
methodological point of view) to postulate that this differentiable manifold 
carries a physical field with the characteristics of the Einstein metric fi eld . 
I think I am only paraphrasing Newton-with .whom I agree--when I say 
the following: If a theory that postulates such a structure is in good 
agreement with the evidence, it is a good theory. Whether we can then 
do better-whether we can ground the postulated structures in yet 
deeper ones, for which we can find good evidence--is always again a 
legitimate matter for inquiry; but that we must do better, and do so in a 
specified direction, is never a legitimate demand. 

(b) "Were Newton and Leibniz debating a pseu.do-issue?" 
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Answer: No. They were debating a quite real , and rathe r complex iss111' 
and, in my opinion, there was some me1it on each side of the debate--in 
particular, some of Leibniz's views were suggestive and important. But if' 
we simplify, and take the central issue to have been this: are spatial and 
temporal relations physically grounded in some more fundamental 
structure?-then the answer, it seems to me, is this (in three parts): 

(1) In the time of Newton and Leibniz , no such deeper structure was 
known; and Leibniz's program to found such relations upon bodies 
failed decisively. 

(2) To the best of our knowledge today, spatial and temporal relations in 
the old fashioned sense are partial manifestations of something more 
fundamental : the Riemann-Minkowski structure of space-time . 

(3) No one today has any idea how to ground the Riemann-Minkowski 
structure of space-time in any more fundamental reality-Le., any 
more fundam ental theory. In this respect, the Riemannian metric is 
as fundamental for us today as the structure of absolute time and 
inertial motion was for Newton. What the future will bring is the 
task of the future (starting, of course, now). 

A question addressed to Adolf Griinbaum: ... he suggests (although 
conditionally) that "one can hardly refrain" from asking . . . on 
Riemann's behalf: "Whence does the space-time manifold . . . get its 
particular metric structure?" I should like to ask him why it is easier to 
refrain from inquiring whence the set of points of space-time gets its 
structure as a differentiable manifold? A topological structure on a set may 
be thought to be a fairly simple thing (although that does not clearly make 
it "intrinsic"). A differentiable structure on a set is a thing of formidable 
complexity; by what principle does it escape the burden of justification 
that the metric field allegedly has to bear? 

I shall now proceed to offer such replies to Stein's doubts as I consider 
pertinent in the light of these various prior exchanges . 

(1) Can the question "Whence does the metricality of space-time derive 
ontologically?" be construed such that it does not at the outset either beg 
the question by presupposing the answer, or become trivial? 

To lay the groundwork for this inquiry, let me first defe r the case of 
space-time and discuss some examples whose features will be ve ry helpful 
in dealing with space-time. 

Consider a certain man named "Jack," who is an uncle in the biological 
sense rather than in the metaphorical sense of "avuncular." In saying that 
Jack is an uncle , one superficially treats Jack's unclehood as a monadic 
property. But this is just elliptical for the fact that ontologically, Jack 
possesses this property only because he is the uncle of someone else who 
is external to himself. Thus , from the two-placed uncle predicate "U(x , 
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11 ). " whicl1 dq> ld s li11 g1dslic11 1l y the fact that be ing an uncle OF is a dyadic 
property , on t• g('llt ' l':lf(•s lh c one-placed predicate "U(x)"- "x is an 
11ncle"- by hindi11g the initially free va riable y via existential quantifica
tion : U(x) ~r (Ey)U(x, y). And then the free variable "x" can take Jack as 
one of its values . Thus, as an ellipsis, "Jack is an uncle" is on a par with 
.. London is north ." 

On the other hand, in the case of the fact that Jack is a biped, his 
hipedality as such is not ontologically dependent on a relation to a p erson 
or other entity external to his own body. 52 

Assume that Jack is not only an uncle but is in possession of two feet 
instead of being, say, an amputee. Clearly unclehood is trivially logically 
implicit in the concept of "Uncle Jack, " since the judgment "Uncle Jack is 
an uncle" is a tautology. But this conceptual and trivial kind of implicit
ness in no way militates against the following nonintrinsicality or external
ity: ontologically, the object Jack qua uncle qualifies as such only in rela
tion to at least one other entity (person) external to Jack, rather than 
intrinsically or monadically! The latter ontological relationality holds re
gardless of whether the individual Jack in question is identified by anyone 
as "Uncle Jack" and thereby also explicitly characte rized as an uncle. Yet 
no corresponding external relation is required ontologically for Jack's 
bipedality as such. Hence even after Jack has been explicitly charac
terized as an uncle upon having been identified as "Uncle Jack," such 
identification does not at all beg the question whether his unclehood is 
ontologically intrinsic to him in the manner of his genuinely monadic 
property of bipedality! Nor does the use of the identifying description 
"Uncle Jack" trivialize th e question of ontological monadicity vs . relation
ality into "Is Uncle Jack an uncle?" Despite the stated, purely logical 
implicitness of unclehood in the concept of Uncle Jack, and despite the 
feasibility of the linguistic ellipsis that superficially depicts unclehood as 
an ontologically monadic property, unclehood is ontologically not a 
monadic property, i.e ., is not intrinsic to a person possessing this prop
erty. 

Turning to Newtonian physics , Stein himself has rightly remarked that 
Newton's conception of gravitational mass, on the one hand, and weight , 
on the other, can be contrasted as follows: 

(1) The gravitational mass Ma(A) of a body A is a well-defined property 
when A is specified, because it is unaffected by anything external to the 
body and constant over time. Thus for Newton gravitational mass is pos-
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sessed b y a body "in itself" ' (" in se"), or 11/Js11/11tely , just as th e me trim lity 
of physical time is absolute, because "trne" time--in Newton 's words
" of itself, and from its own nature, fl ows eq uably wi thout re lation to 
anything ex ternal. " Hence the linguisti c represe ntation of the quantita
tive property of gravitational mass by a one-placed functor is not ontologi
cally supe rficial or misleading, because this quan tity is rendered-with 
respect to a given physical unit-by the nume ri cal values of a function 
whose argument ranges over single bodies, 

(2) In contrast , despite the ordina1y usage of the term "weight" as a 
one-placed functor taking the names of single bodies as values of the free 
variable, th e ontological status of weight in Newton's theory is very dif
ferent from that of gravitational mass wi th regard to monadicity vs . 
polyadicity: whereas the property of gravi tational mass is nonrelational or 
absolute, that of weight is "relative" (relational). For a body's weight 
depends on the body's situation, because it is the net gravitational force 
on the body exerted by various other bodies at any given time t. Thus we 
should speak of " the weight of body A toward body B at time(' ("W(A, B, 

t )"). In the case of "particles" ("point-masses") A and B , this quantity does 
not depend explicitly on the time but rather on the distance between A 
and B. But if we restri ct ourselves to a fi xed , small, terrestrial region, 
then the monadic fun ction W(A) can be used elliptically no less intelligibly 
than the above bona fid e monadic function Mc(A). 

Let us now go beyond our example of Uncle Jack to consider whether 
the drawing of a conceptual line between two different entiti es (e .g., 
persons) requires that the properties invoked in the respective identifying 
descriptions are eo ipso or au tomatically intrinsic (monadic). Does the 
concep tual delineation of two entities as different require a prior seques
tration of their monadic (intrinsic) properti es from their polyadic (rela
tional) ones for the purpose of using only the former in identifying descrip
tions? In ,other words, does the conceptual delineation of two entities 
prejudge in viciously circular fashion that the properties invoked in their 
identifying descriptions will willy-nilly turn ou t to count as respectively 
intrinsic subsequent to the respective iden tifi cations? 

Obse1ve that one person (entity) can be identified as the referent of 
some statement by characterizing him as the president,of the U.S .A. in 
1975, and another person can be identifi ed as a referen{by characte rizing 
the latter as the president of France in 1975. Yet the properties ingredient 
in the respective characterizations that effect these identifi cations are 
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r<'µ;ard less of wlii..11 parli l'u lar prope rt ies effoct identifications of the tw~ 
individuals , on<· can say that for each of the two men, their presidenthood 
is ontologically a polyadic property , their bipedality is ontologically a 
monadic (intrinsic) property , while their respective Newtonian terres trial 
or lunar weights and even their time-dependent Newtonian gravitational 
masses are relational. Howeve r identified, the difference in identity be
tween the two presiden ts turns on there being some difference between 
their properties, not on whether the properties with respect to which 
they do differ are intrinsic (monadic) or relational. I am assuming that 
"monads" do have "windows"! By invoking a particular set of properties 
initially in a definite description to identify these (human) objects , one 
does not thereby prej udge or determine the degree (monadicity vs. 
polyadicity) which these and other properties of theirs will turn out to 
have subsequent to the identification. Thus, by drawing the conceptual 
line between President Ford himself and Pres ident Giscard d'Estaing 
himself, and indeed by identify ing each of them uniquely as himself, one 
does not automatically seques ter the identifying properties as intrinsic 
(monadic) rather than relational properties. And therefore the re liance on 
properties in effecting the unique identification is not such that one will 
have begged the subsequent ques tion of which properties of the identi
fi ed entities are intrinsic and which are relational. 

Yet in regard to space-time, Stein has suggested the likelihood that "we 
cannot give a conceptual explication of ' th e space-time manifold' without 
begging the question of its intrinsic properties ." Specifically, we recall 
that when he considers the question whether in a particular theory, phys
ical space-time intrinsically possesses metri c properties, he is stymied 
from the outset, since (a) he does not know how to identify the referent 
(object) of the question othe r than theoretically and (b) he does not see 
how such a theoretical identifi cation can be given and/or the line drawn 
conceptually between space-time and all other entities , without either 
begging or trivializing the ques tion concerning the intrinsicality vs , rela
tionality of metri c properties. 

The analysis I gave of the examples of Uncle Jack and of Pres iden ts 
Ford and Giscard d'Estaing carri es over, mutatis mutandis , to sustain the 
following claim: if, say, the attribute of having an infinite volume (in the 
metrical sense) is a logical part of an identifying characterization of the 
total 3-spaces of Newtonian physics, the mere fact that metrical infinitude 
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is thus invoked identifyingly does not prejudge hut leaves entirely Oflt' ll. 

the ques tion whether the metrical attribute in question or metricality of 
3-space generally is (1) ontologically monadic (intrinsic, absolute)--hy 
analogy to Jack's bipedality-by obtaining "without relation to anything 
external," as Newton maintained; or (2) ontologically relational in the 
sense of 01-by analogy to Jack's unclehood-as claimed by Riemann. 
Even though Newtonian 3-space is here avowedly characte rized as met
rical at the outset, this in no way begs the question of whether (1) the 
metricality of metrically-structured Newtonian 3-space is a bona fide 
monadic property, ontologically intrinsic to the object possessing it , so 
that ex ternal mensurational devices (e.g., rigid rods) play no ontologically 
constitutive rol e in that property but, at best, only a manifestational or 
probative (epistemic) role; or (2) qua metrically-structured object, the 
3-space of Newtonian physics qualifies as so structured only in relation to 
such ex te rnal entities as rigid rods , so that these external devices do play 
an ontologically constitutive role in the very me tricality of 3-space. 

Just as in the examples of bipedality and unclehood, this issue of on
tological monadicity vs. polyadicity of the metric structure of 3-space is 
not settled by the linguistic feasib ility of speaking of 3-space as metric in 
terms of a one-placed predicate. For that linguistic feasibi lity obtains in 
the case of ontological dyadicity no less than in the case of ontological 
monadicity. Th us, in e ither case, one can say by means of one-placed 
predicates that Newtonian 3-space is metrically-structured or that it is in
finite in size. Nor is it at all material to the ontological degree of the prop
e1ty of metricality of 3-space that metricality is logically implicit in the 
concept of a metricall y-structu red 3-space, and indeed trivially so. For 
as shown by the example of Uncle Jack's unclehood, this trivial logical 
implicitness holds even if metricality is ontologically relational. 

I submit that Newton's identification of the 3-spaces of his physics was 
no less theoreti cal than the identification of the Newtonian space-time 
manifold by reference to which Stein stated his argument concerning 
vicious logical circularity. Similarly for the identifi cation of Einsteinian 
space-time. And therefore I cannot see that the question of the intrinsic
ness (absoluteness) of the metricality of space-time is begged at all by 
including metrical structure in the very identification of physical space
time, any more than this question is begged in the case of the correspond
ing identification of Newtonian 3-space. It is true, of course, that there are 
important differences in relative ease of observational or epistemic acces-
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11:111< 1, a11 d 11"' '"""""'" l4 -: t11<n "' or a household globe or of Uncle Jack on 
1111 · 01111"" And ii wi ll"" n ·ca lled that Stein endeavored to contrast space-
1 i111<' wi th the household globe in regard to the circularity of the question 
or !heir respective intrinsic properti es. When claiming that there is such a 
m ntrast , he deemed it relevant to emphasize the following: he knows ("by 
:tl'quaintance," as it were) the globe's identity, whereas the identification 
111' the physical en tity called "space-time" is solely theoretical. 53 But, as I 
have argued, the avoidance of the vicious circle alleged by Stein in the 
case of space-time hardly requires at all that , independently of the iden
lifi cation of physical space- time which is supplied by theoretical descrip
lion , we also have ostensive , direct access to the referent of that descrip
lion: there is no such vicious circle in the case of space-time, any more 
th an in the . case of the household globe, and in neither case does its 
avoidance turn on the availability of some sort of Russellian "knowledge 
hy acquaintance" of the identity of the object in addition to its theoreti cal 
identification. It is therefore immate rial here that there may be some 
sense in which Stein is entitled to claim possession of "knowledge by 
acq uaintance" as to what object is meant when one speaks of the globe on 
one's desk before asking whether its metrical structure is intrinsic to it. 
The theoretical identification of space-time no more viciously prejudges 
the answer to the question of its intrinsic properties than the theoretical
cum-ostensive identification of the household globe begs the question of 
the latter's monadic properties. 

More generally, there may indeed be epistemically significant dif
ferences in ostensive access be tween space-time on the one hand, and 
othe r entities (e.g., Uncle Jack, Presidents Ford and Giscard d'Estaing, 
my household globe) on the other. But whatever the epistemic 
significance of these differences, they cannot se1ve to sustain Stein's 
charge that owing to th e unavailability of an independent ostensive iden
tification , any theoretical identification of physical space-time ineluctab ly 
begs the question concerning the ontological intrinsicality (monadicity, 
absoluteness) of its identifying properties. Thus I believe my rebuttal to 
Stein's charge of vicious circularity cannot be gainsaid by th e following 
epistemological differences , which I myself would otherwise wish to em
phasize: it is presumably very much harder to discover whether the met
ricality of space-time is on tologically absolnte or relational than to dis
cover whether a butcher is mistaken if he intuitively regards the weight of 
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a chicken in the supermarket as a property intrinsic to the chicken (a l 1,,, .. ,1 

to within a numerical factor depending on th e unit of weight). Indeed , 
episte mologically the achievement of even a tentative resolution of the 
issue of intrinsicality vs. relationality of the metri c stmcture of space-time 
may be even considerably more diffi cult than some of the known discov
eri es of physics that had signifi cant philosophic import . 

In the case of the me tri c stmcture of space-time, securing a tentative 
answer to the q ues tion of absoluteness vs . relationali ty may be a ve ry tall 
order indeed; it might take nothing less than the success of, say, 
Wheele r's pre-1972 GMD version of gene ral relativity to furnish good 
grounds for claiming to have discovered the falsity of the relationalist 
ontology of the space-time metric. I shall elaborate on thi s point below, 
whe n I address myself to the ontological status of the g;k-fi eld of E instein's 
fi eld equations in standard (1915) general relativi ty , and then endeavor to 
deal with the furth er challenging que ries that Stein posed for me . But first 
I need to offer some concluding observations on Stein's criticism, which I 
believe to have answered above. 

Recall that when Stein discussed Newton's ontology of physical space in 
regard to its divergence from the one espoused b y Leibniz, Stein charac
terized Newton's view as eschewing the attempt to ground the stmcture 
of space "in the relations of non-spatial entiti es.'' 54 Thus, in his own 
formulation of Newton's pos ition, Stein invoked the distinction between 
space, on the one hand, and "non-spati al entiti es" or (as I shall say) 
entities extenuil to space, on the othe r. By the same token, in his chal
lenge to me, Stein did not impugn the intelligibility of the very distinction 
between space- time and entities exte rnal to it, a distinction on which the 
ontological issue of absoluteness vs . relationality of metric structure is 
indeed predicated. For he did not deny that in the ontology of a particular 
phys ical theory, space-time can be identifi ed theore ti cally as such , and 
the reby can be ,conceptually demarcated from entities external to space
tim e, e .g., measuring devices. Thus Stein did not challenge me to show 
that any given physical theory can d raw this line conceptually as such; 
instead , as I understand him , his objection was that preCisely because a 
theoretical identifi cation does effect a demarcation , the latte r line-
howeve r drawn-must automatically beg the question of which properti es 
are intrinsic to space-time. And hence the challenge to which I have been 
addressing myself was to show that the objection of vicious circularity is a 
nonsequitur. And in the case of Newtonian 3-space, I have argued that 
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It is inslrndivl' lo 11011' in thi s conn ection that various twentie th
««11tury ph ys iea l 011lologies diffe r in important ways as to whether they 
do d raw a line ontologically bet ween certain p rima facie or 
phe nomenologically differen t e ntities, and, if so, just how they do so. 
Thus, in regard to the at leas t prima facie demarcation between space
tim e and entities ex ternal to it , Wheele r asked which of the following two 
ri val ontologies is true of our world: "Is space-time only an arena within 
which fi elds and particles move about as 'physical ' and 'foreign' (i. e ., 
exte rnal) entities? Or is the fo ur-dimensional continuum all there is? Is 
curved empty geometry a kind of magic building material out of which 
everything in the physical world is made .. . ? Are fi e lds and particles 
foreign (i. e ., ex ternal) entiti es immersed in geometry, or are they nothing 
bu t geometry?" 55 

As a fur the r example of an issue of ontological demarcation, it has been 
asked : is there a bona fide ontological line between particles and fields in 
the sense that particles exist independently of fi e lds? In th e view held by 
Einstein and Rosen in 1935, an atomistic theory of matter and electricity 
is constmctible such that "wh;le exclurung singulariti es in the fi eld , [the 
theory) makes use of no other fi e ld variables than those of the gravita
tional fi e ld (gµ) and those of the electromagneti c fi e ld in the sense of 
Maxwell (vector potentials, </>µ)." 56 Accoz:ding to this conception, "A com
plete fi eld theory knows only fi elds and not the concepts of particle and 
motion. For these must not ex ist independently of the fi eld but are to be 
treated as part of it ." 57 Einstein and Rosen e laborated th is daring ontolog
ical idea using the "bridge" representation of the particle in the 
Schwarzschild gravitational fi eld . And they envisioned a multiplici ty of 
such bridges in the respective gravitational fi elds, which they hoped to be 
able to obtain later from Einstein's equations fo r the case of many-particle 
systems. 

In th e same vein , Misner espouses th e reduction of particles to fi elds in 
his pape r ci ted above, while rebutting an unwarranted objection of circu
larity to such reduction . In that pap er, Misner understands geomet
rodynamics to compri se only that part of physics which can be obtained 
from gravity and electromagnetism. 58 And contrary to his earlier resurrec
tion in 1956 of Rainich's "Already Unifi ed F ield Theory,'"" Misne r now 
seems to agree with Pauli 's quip that man should not hy to join togethe r 
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what God has put asunde r. ,;., Misner's reaso 11 l<1r rej l' di11~ ll 1t· Hai11 id1 
th eory in favor of the coupled Einstein-Maxwell th eory is th at the l<1rnH'r 
does not allow fo r a well -posed initial value problem, as pointed 0111 hy 
Roger Penrose . 

Misner discusses the physical interpretation to be given to this coupled 
Einstein-Maxwell fi eld theory. And he illuminatingly cautions against an 
unfounded accusation of logical circularity which has been leveled against 
that theory's physical inte rpretation. This accusation results from the con
fusion of two quite different roles played by charged and neutral tes t 
particles : (1) their highly de1ived , nonprimitive, ontological status as 
me re excrescences of th e fi elds in the reduction claimed by the theory, 
and (2) their fundamental epistemological function as means of testing th e 
fi eld th eory in ques tion. Misner describes as follows this confusion be
tween the order of existential fundamentality, in which the fi elds come 
first, and the order of our coming to know th e fi elds, in which the ontolog
ically derivative particles come first : 

The inte rp retative circl e begins in a textbook sort of definiti on of elec
tromagnetic and gravitational fi elds. Th e electromagne tic fi eld at a space
time poi nt is a measure of fo rces which small charged parti cles of various 
veloci ti es would expe1i ence if they found themselves at the appropriate 
space-time event. Similarly the gravitational or metri c fi eld defines the 
inertial properties of tes t particles, and defines, for instance, a class of 
space- time curves, any one of which some sufficiently small neutral parti
cle would have followed it it had been at tlrn right point with the right 
veloci ty. 

Of course, the charged and the neutral tes t particles which I have used in 
these sentences to tell you what electromagnetic fi elds are, are not among 
the fundamental ax iomatically given concepts of the theory; only the fi elds 
are fundamental. So one begins with a well defined mathematical object, 
interpre ted in terms of things that are not present-and even then, as a 
potentiality , as a measure of what would happen if you did something 
else! That is, if you provided the test parti cle and put it at the point in 
ques tion . The diffe rential equations of the theory show that one can then 
form mathematically identifiable and interesting structures out of these 
fi elds. Structures sucl1 as wave packets and black holes. The black holes 
can be made to play the role of particles. 

In parti cular, in the limiting case of vanishing charge and mass on black 
holes, th ey play the role of tes t particles perfectly well . Therefore, the 
individual space-time as a solution of the fi eld equations has an inte rpret
able existence only to the extent it is conceived as embedded in the 
possibility of a variety of perturbed parallels of that space- time, parallels 
in which it is modified by the addition of one or more furth e r ve ry small 
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which we finall y produced out of th e fi eld itself, then, one proves that the 
inte rpre tation of the fi elds postulated at the beginning is in fact satisfi ed , 
a11d the refore you have completed the circle of forming an interpretative 
tool. 

Now, as you can see from what I have just said, the pa rticle is a de1ived 
concept in the theory and the fi elds are fundamental. It may be essential 
th at th e concept of a particle can be de rived , so that you can provide some 
exposition of the sense in which the theory allows itself to be interpre ted, 
without requi ring that 'point' and 'fi eld' have interpretations provided by 
some additional , ex ternal and deeper physical theory. You are to discover 
those concepts by self-consistency within the theory itself. 61 

(2) Must the physical gµ,,jield of standard (1915) general relativity be 
interpreted as generating a corresponding pseudo-Riemannian metric 
geometry throughout space-time without the ontological mediation of any 
other entities external to metrically -structured space-time? 

Consider the foll owing two rival ontologies of space- time geometry: (a) 
when present at all , atomic clocks, free massive particles, photons (l ight 
rays) , " innnitesimal' ' solid rods, and oth er such devices "external" to 
me trically-structured space-time play only a manifestational and proba
tive (epistemi c) role in its metricality-as opposed to playing an ontologi
cally constitutive role!-so that the physical gµ":field alone suffi ces on
tologically to endow space-time in its entirety with metri c structure even 
ifit is empty (Tµ" = 0) everywhere. (b) In a nonempty, metrically struc
tured space-time, metric standards ex te rnal to this space-time do play an 
ontologically constitutive role in its very metricality or possess ion of any 
metri c structure at all , and the gravitational fi elds of empty space-times 
are devoid of geometrical physical significance, regardless of the presence 
or absence of gravitational radiation. As we shall see below, the specifi c 
mention of gravitational radiation in tlrn latter thesis (b) is due to the 
following reason: those empty space-times that do contain gravitational 
radiation may pose a genuine difficulty for what I shall call the "re
lationalist" ontology of me tric structure by impugning thesis (b). 

Does the physical content of standard (1915) CTR give an unambiguous 
ve rdict in favor of the first of these two ontological theses, as presumably 
clai med by Stein ? And in the context of standard (1915) CTR, does the 
existence of well-defined empty-space solutions gµ" of Einstein's fi eld 
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equations ("vacuum field sol11tio11s") re l'11tc the predy11a111ical kind ol'n·/11 -

tionality of the space-time metric asserted by OJ ? John Earman has eo11 -
tended , in effect , that the vacuum field solutions are thus the Ad1illcs 
heel of the relational ontology of the metricality of space-time. '" 

Let us the refore inquire now from what basis the physical!!,µ .. fi eld of' 
Einstein's equations derives the ontological status of being the metric field 

in the sense of endowing space-time with the latter's particular metric 
structure. In other words, why is the particular physical field tensor g"" 
also canonical for the mehic tensor of the space-time manifold? 

Of course, if it has already been granted that a certain symmetric, 
covariant, second-rank tensor does indeed have the physical significance 
of being the metric tensor of space-time, then the scalar ds 2 which it 
generates by contraction with the contravariant second-rank te nsor 
dxµdx " will have the physical significance of being the space-time metric 
squared. By the same token, if ds does denote the infinitesimal measure 
for intervals of space-time, then a symmetric covariant second-rank tensor 
which generates it (by contraction with dxµdx") has the physical sig
nificance of being the metric tensor of the space-time manifold. But if a 
physical field fw is a symmetric, second-rank, covariant tensor fi eld over 
space-time, this fact alone surely does not guarantee thatfwmust have the 
physical significance of being the metric tensor of space-time: after all, 
qua physical tensor fi eld , the stress-energy tensor field T"" , for example, 
has the same formal properties as f"" while certainly not being the metric 
tensor of space-time. It is quite true, of course, that the scalar [£ .. dx" 
dx" / 11

2 
has the formal mathematical properties of a Riemannian or 

pseudo-Riemannian metric; but this fact alone does not automatically 
endow such a scalar with the physical significance of being the metric 
ds of space-time. 

Hence we ask: if g µ"is a solution set of Einstein's equations under 
specified physical conditions, and thus represents some kind of symmet
ric, covariant, seeond-rank tensor field over space-time, what warrants 
the particular interpretation that the scalar lgµ .. dxµ dx") 112 also has the 
specific physical significance of b eing the infinitesimal measure for in
tervals of the physical space-time manifold? Thus the bona fide physi
cal fieldhood of gµ .. is not in question, only the reason for its canonic
ity for the metric of space-time. To deal with this question in the context 

of standard CTR, we must be mindful of the conjunction of th e following 
two facts: (1) According to the theory, the behavior of measuring rods, 
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lh" ph ysica l g ,, ,. lic·ld i11 lh<' Sl' ll SC that , al least approximately and ide
all y, i;i thes<' <'t1lili<'s 11!111simllu realize the scalar lg"" dx µ dx"/'

2
; and (2) J. 

l ~ hl c rs and W. K1111dt have pointed out that, bes ides Minkowski space
lime, the re are an infinitude of known solutions gµ ,. of Einstein's vacuum 
field equations such that if these solutions also have the significance of 

hei ng the metric tensors of their respective space-times, then they do not 
admit the same metrical partition of space-time intervals into equivalence 
classes. B> And they show that "the re ex ist complete solutions of Einstein 's 

vacuum fi eld equations; that is, complete solutions free of sources 
(singularities), proving that it is permissible to think of a graviton fi eld 
indep endent of any matter by which it be generated . This corresponds to 
the existence of source-free photon fields in electrodynamics." 66 Within 
the genus of emphj space-times (T.,. = 0 everywhere) we shall need to 
distinguish be tween two different species for which I shall use special 
labels as follows: (1) empty space-times in which the re is some gravita
tional radiation, propagation of gravitational waves or gravitons-I shall 
call such space-ti mes "weakly empty"; and (2) empty space- times in which 
there is not even any gravitational radiation anywhere- these I shall call 
"purely empty." The latte r species includes globally Minkowskian space
time as well as others that are only locally though not merely infinitesi
mally Minkowskian. Moreove r, in order to have a name for those 
nonempty CTR space-times that are , however, devoid of gravitational 
radiation, I shall call these "nonempty but gravitationally quiescent" or 
"NE-GQ space-times ." On the other hand , I shall refer to space-times 
that are none mpty and do contain gravitational radiation as "nonempty 
and gravitationally effervescent" or "NE-GE" space-times. 

Our question now is: what qualifies the tensor gµ,.- qua solution of 
Einstein's field equations-to do double duty physically by representing 
not only a physical fi eld but also the metric tensor of space-time? Let me 
try to state, in turn , the answers to this question given by two 
philosophers whom I shall label respectively " the relationalist" and the 
"semi-absolutist": the relationalist espouses both predynamical and 
dynamical relationality of metric structure by asserting both 01 and-for 
the nonvacuum case in which matter is present-DH; whereas the semi

absolutist rejects the relationalist thesis or while affirming the dynamicity 
thesis DH for the nonvacuum case . When formulating the reasonings of 
the two disputing philosophers, I shall also try to show how the re-
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lationalist can accommodate the purely 1·111ply spaee-lirn<'s a11d 1111d1 ·r 
what conditions he can handle the weakly e mpty ones as well. 

My affirmation of the following twofold contention will show why I 

diverge from Stein and Earman: (i) the ohvsical content of standard 
(1915) CTR does not give an unambiguous verdict at all in favor of the first 
of the two rival ontologies which I stated as (a) and (b) at the beginning of 
the present reply (2), so that (ii) the answer to the question stated in th e 
title of the present reply (2) is negative, where it is to be noted that this 
titular ques tion begins with the strong word " Must ." But I am less con
cerned to argue that the relationalist' s inte rpre tation is superior to the 
semi-absolutists's account than I am to articulate a hopefully interesting 
form of relationalist interpretation which might lend itself to useful furth er 

discussion. 

The Relationalist's Account of Both Nonempty and Empty Space-Times 

It will be helpful to give the relationalist account by treating space
times in the following order: (A) NE-GQ space- times, (B) purely empty 
space-times and purely empty regions ofNE-GQ space- times, (C) weakly 
empty space-times, and (D) NE-GE space-times. The rationale for this 
procedure will become clear from my discuss ion in (C) of the import of 
theorem 8.1 of John Winnie's essay in this volume. 

A. NE-GQ SPACE-TIMES 

What is otherwise just anothe r symmetric, covariant, second-rank 
physical tensor fi eld g,.. does control the physical space-time trajectories 
of photons and freely falling ("free") massive particles , as well as the rates 
of atomic clocks and perhaps the world-lines of oth er (as yet unknown) 
entities as well . And at least in NE-GQ space-times, it is the idealized 
behavior (referred to in note 59) of this particular important class of exter
nal entities that is taken to be canonical for th e metricality of these 
space-times in the .sense that it is fundamentally constitutive ontologically 
for their metric structures. Thus what is oth erwise just a physical tensor 
fi eld g,. •. thereby acquires specifically geometri c, additional , physical 
significance as being the me tric tensor of the space-time manifold. And in 
NE-GQ space-times , g,._ acquires this geometric signifi cance because-
and only because-the scalar lg,.. dx" dx "l ' ri generated from that fi eld is 
(ideally) physically realized by the behavior of that ope n-ended set of 
external devices that are taken to be canoni cal for the metric structure of 
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spa('(· -li1111 '. 111 ·111'<' 1111 · pll )'Sil'al lil'ld g
1
.,. also plays a11 011lologiea ll y m 11-

slil11livc • role · i11 Ilic · 111c ·lril' slrn!'111n· ol'space-lim e, hut its role is ontologi
c·all y a tl1' ri 1Ja/i ll<' or 1·11111l iti1111a l on e: it acquires this role only because it 
1·;111 sally governs I hose ex te rnal entities which play the more fundamental 
eonstitutive role ontologically. Were it not for this geometrically canonical 
role of photons , atomic clocks, etc., and for the "orchestrating" action of 
th e g,.,, fi eld on them, what else would confer on gwthe additional status of 
be ing physically th e metric tensor of an NE-GQ space-time? What else 
would compel assigning to th e solution of Einstein's equations the latter 
specifi c significance ove r and above its general signifi cance as a second
rank, covariant , physical tensor fi eld ? 

Can th e conclusion drawn by these rhetorical questions be gainsaid on 
the basis that the ex ternal metric devices can properly be said to explore 
the physical g,.. field by which they are governed, and hence to adjust to 
it? Photons , atomic clocks, infinitesimal rods , and free massive (gravita
tionally monopole) particles-he reafter the "family of concordant external 
me tric standards" or "FCS"-explore the physical g,.. fi eld in the sense 
that th ey exhibit the latter's effects on them by concordantly adjusting to 
that fi eld. But it does not follow that just because the g,.,, fi eld can thus be 
expl ored and, qua physical fi eld , does indeed exist independently of being 
explored, this tensor fi eld must have tile particular added physical 
signifi cance of being the metric tensor field of a NE-GQ space-tim e with
out th e ontologically constitutive mediation of the FCS. In other words , 
just because the FCS "adjusts itself" to the gµ,, field as a result of this 
fi eld's action upon that family of ex te rnal standards , it does not follow that 
the entity to which the FCS does adjust itself must be an autonomously 
geometric shucture in whose me tricali ty th e FCS plays no ontologically 
constitutive role but which the FCS me rely manifests by its behavior. 
Speaking analogically, to say that a conductor orchestrates the playing of 
his musicians and that they take directives from him is not to say that the 
directive motions of his hand alone would constitute a concert. In the 
" me trical concert ," the physical gµ,, field of an NE-GQ space-time is the 
"conductor," but the members of FCS are the musicians who generate 
th e music. 

As emerges from my exegesis of Ri emann above, the relationalist's view 
of the metricality of space-time de rives its intellectual inspiration from 
Riemann's ontology of physical geometry, instead of being a holdover 
from the discredited homocentric ontology of operationalism or of the 
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verifiability theory of cognitive meaning. I have always rejcell'd thl' lalll'r 
as conflating-to use Thomistic parlance--the order of knowing wilh lhl' 
order of being. s1 

In the context of NE-GQ worlds containing the FCS , the relational isl 
distinguished betwen the primary physical status enjoyed by the g"" fie ld 
qua second-rank, covariant tensor fi eld , and its derived status as th e 
metric tensor field of space-time, a furth er status which he deems to be 
ontologically mediated in these space-times by the metri cally canonical 
role of the FCS and by the fact that the FCS are "orchestrally" governed 
by the action of the g"" field. 

I shall advert to the distinction between the single duty and double 
duty status of g"" when I proceed to formulate the relationalist' s interpre
tation further . In order to employ this distinction, I need a descriptive 
phrase that will refe r to the physical g.., field of Einstein's equations while 
still leaving open the question whether, in a given case, that g"" fi eld also 
has the additional physical significance of being the metric tensor field of 
the space-time manifold. Neither the term "graviton field" nor the un
qualifi ed term "gravitational fi eld" seems to implement this objective. In 
the first place, "gravi ton fi eld ," as distinct from the more noncommittal 
"gravitational field ," may have the restrictive connotation of particlehood, 
much as the term "photon fi eld" has a more restrictive connotation than 
"electromagneti c fi eld"; moreover, it may suggest the presence of gravi ta
tional radiation and would thus be useless to refer to the g"" fi e lds in our 
purely empty space-times. Second, in some quarters, the term "gravita
tional field " has come to imply that the fie ld to which it refers necessarily 
or automatically also has the status of being the metric field of space-time, 
an implication which I am here at pains to avoid. In order to distinguish 
the latter metrically committed usage of the term "gravi tational fi eld" from 
the usage which still leaves open the question whether g"" has metric 
physical significance as well, I shall do the following: when I intend to 
convey the metric;ally uncommitted sense just mentioned, I shall speak of 
"the pregeometric gravitational field ." (In a particular ca-se, the pre
geometric gravitational field may, however, be characterized more spe
cifically as a pregeometricgraviton field.) But wh en the metrically commit
ted meaning is intended , I shall use the term "gravitational-cum-metric 
field." It will be clear that far from begging th e question and giving the 
relationalist an argumentative edge on the semi-absolutist, the terminol-
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II . PURELY EMl''J'Y Sl'ACIV l'IMES AND PURELY EMPTY REGIONS OF NE-GQ 

SPACE-TIMES 

I remind the reader that the empty space-times that I call "purely" 
empty are devoid of even gravitational radiation, as are pure ly empty 
regions of a space-time. 

I . GLOBALLY MINKOWSKIAN SPACE-TIME AND ONLY LOCALLY MINKOWSK IAN SPACE-T IMES 

The relationalist exponent of 01 views these purely empty space-times 
with complete equanimity when he appraises their pertinent physical 
significance as follows: standard GTR allows a purely empty world
devoid of even the sourceless gravitational radiation of the Ehlers and 
Kundt solutions-in which the space-time manifold carries a pregeomet
ric gravitational field , which , however, does not have to be interpreted 
physically as gravitational-cum-metric. For after all , by what ontological 
edict of the GTR must the g"" tensor of its fi eld equations be interpreted 
physically as gravitational-cum-metric in every space-time world allowed 
by that theory? 

What if the semi-absolutist were to retort that the relationalist is trying 
to make gratui tous ontological capital out of the mere withholding of the 
label "metric" from the g.., field , bu t without genuine detriment to the 
latter's ontological geometricality? The semi-absolutist might say with 
Shakespeare: 

What's in a name? that which we call a rose 
By any other word would smell as sweet."" 

The relationalist counters this re tort by asking the semi-absolutist: after 
having said that a purely empty vacuum world devoid of the FCS is one of 
the pregeometrically gravitational worlds allowed by Einstein 's empty
space equations, just what is the physical significance of going on to say 
that this purely empty universe also has a metric space-time structure g".? 
If, in the case of such a purely empty world, the semi-absolutist eschews, 
as he does , an "ontological loan" from the putative behavior of hypotheti 
cal "test-particles" which are otherwise negligible, is it not devoid of 
additional p h ysical significance-and thus me re ly i-edundant 
physically-to say that the g""field is also the metric tensor field? Indeed, 
it would seem that in regard to playing games with words, the shoe is 
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rather on the oth e r foot: at least in th" t·as" or th<' p11rnl y e111pt y world 
devoid of the FCS, it is the semi-absolutist who is engaging in V!' rhal 
baptism when insisting on characterizing g"" as gravitational-cum-metri c. 
For, as just explained, there is no diffe rence in physical content here 
between th e latte r locution and the characterization of g"" as pregeomet
rically gravitational. Thus, by insisting that g,,, also has geometric physical 
significance both in a purely empty world devoid of the FCS and in a 
world containing the FCS , th e semi-absolutist is engaging in the stated 
redundancy at leas t for the case of the form er world. In contrast, the 
relationalist bes tows the additional label "metric" on th e tensor g,,, only in 
a physically nonredundant way: in an NE-GQ world containing the FCS , 
his bes towal renders the fact that the FCS adjust to what is otherwise a 
pregeometric physical g,,, fi eld , because this adjustment consists in physi
cally realizing the scalar ds = lg,,,dx" dx" I"' as well as the mathematical 

structures obtainable from that scalar (e.g. , th e curves satisfying 8 J ds = 

0). And insofar as, in the case of a purely empty world devoid of the 
FCS, the relationalist is also chmy of an ontological loan from counter
factual "test-particles" which are otherwise negligible , he refuses to be
stow the additional label "metric" on the tensor g,,,, because it would be 
physically redundant in that case. 

In short, the relationalist poignantly turns the tables on the semi-
absolutist's Shakespearean epigram by declaring with Goethe: 

Doch ein Begriff muss bei dem Worte sein . 
D enn eben wo Begriffe feh len. 
Da stellt ein Wort zur rechten Zeit sich ein. 
(Yet a word ought to represent a concept .. 
For just where concepts are lacking, 
A word comes to the rescue just in time.) 69 

I now remind the reader of the 1952 statement by Einstein which I 
used as a thematic quote at the very beginning of this essay. That sum
mary statement by him would seem to espouse th e Riemannian re
lationalist conception of a purely empty space-time which I have just tried 
to develop. But I must point out that such a construal does go beyond 
what is warranted by a conservative reading of the full text of th e appendix 
to which Einstein's summary statement refers: in that appendix (5), he 
seems concerned to champion an avowedly neo-Cartesian (not necessarily 
Riemannian) relationalism which denies that there could be a 
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g .. 0111t•lril'all y-st r111 ·l111· .. d sp1t('t '-ti1111· d1·void orrlll!/ ph ys ical li l' ld : he te ll s 
11s that ;r yo11 rt ·11111 v1· 1t ll phys ical fi e lds , i11cl11ding th e gravitational one, 
then "1wthi11g al all r .. 111ai11s an em pty space, i. e., a space devoid of 
a fi e ld , does not ex ist." 711 

C larifying comments by Howard Stei n on an earlier draft of this essay 
have helped me reach the following tentative conclusion not necessarily 
endorsed. by Stein: my relationalist account of purely empty space-times 
will bear scrutiny in the face of the following result of A. A. Robb dis
cussed by Winnie 71 in his contribution to the present volume: 72 if one 
makes libe ral use of physically possible (rather than only actual) , primi
tive, "causal" relations among both actual and merely possible punctal 
physical events, 73 then Robb's work shows that the system C of primitive 
causal relations which yields the standard R4-topology of Minkowski 
space-time suffices also to generate via purely nominal definitions, what is 
formally (modulo a constant factor) the Lorentz metric of that flat space
time without the antecedent imposition of the requirement of flatness. 

In order to obviate spurious prima facie absurdities in the special case 
of globally Minkowskian space-time, a caveat concerning the re
lationalist's conception of the gµ, tensor field in that purely empty space
time has to be made explicit. Within the fram ework of the GTR, the g,,, of 
globally Minkowskian space-time is, of course, a solution set of the vac
uum fi eld equations and thus represents one of the purely empty worlds 
allowed by that theory. And in this GTR context, the relationalist's stated 
conception of the gµ, fi elds in purely empty space-times applies, of 
course. On the other hand, if Minkowski space-time is taken to mean the 
space-time of the pre-GTR version of special relativity, then this space
time avowedly does not satisfy the emptiness condition of being a vacuum 
field; instead, it then contains ubiquitous material clocks, rods , and light 
rays. And in the latter construal of the Minkowski universe, the re
lationalist's conception of its g,,, fi eld would not be parsimoniously pre
geometric. 

2. PURELY EMPTY REGIONS OF NE-GQ SPACE-TIMES 

As Allen Janis has rightly noted, consistency with my relationalist ac
count of the g,,, fields in purely empty worlds devoid of the FCS requires 
that the stated parsimonious, pregeometric gravitational inte rpretation of 
these fields also be given for those portions of NE-GQ space-times which 
are devoid of the FCS. Indeed, if the ten independent g,,, values at any 
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one world-point P of an N E-G<) space-time are to derive specifically 
geometric physical significance from the FCS, then the FCS must he 
suitably present in a sufficient number of space-time directions at P. 
Thus, elsewhere (PPST, pp. 732-3) I have recognized by reference to J. 
L. Synge's chronometric foundation of the space-time metric that on an 
ontologically relationalist rather than merely epistemic construal of this 
kind of physical foundation, generally ten atomic clocks are required on as 
many different world-lines which cross P. Hence, at any world-point P of a 
particular NE-CQ space-time where the FCS are insufficiently plentiful 

to confer added geometric physical significance on the pregeometric gµv 

field , the stated parsimonious, pregeometric gravitational interpretation 
of this field would also apply. Despite its prima facie oddity, I see no 
explanatory or physical loss in this consequence of the relationalist' s con

ception but only an innocuous verbal one: What is lost physically by this 
conception but gained nonverbally by the semi-absolutist's insistence that 
in every gµv world allowed by the CTR, and in every portion of the 
space-time of any such world, the gµv field also unrestrictedly has metric 
significance? Let it be noted that at least in purely empty regions of 

NE-CQ worlds and in purely empty space-times, the relationalist 
confines himself to the parsimonious, pregeometric, gravitational in
terpretation if he foregoes resorting to counterfactual "test particles" from 

the FCS, which practicing physicists are wont to invoke. The renuncia
tion of the hypothetical invocation of such "test particles" is motivated by 
the modification in principle, however slight and otherwise negligible, 
which the theory asserts to take place in the gµv field in virtue of the 
dynamical action of the FCS itself. Were it not for the modifying effects 

on the gµ• ensuing from the putative added presence of the FCS, the 
relationalist would not need to deny himself an appeal to the correspond
ing counterfactuals. 

Let me elaborate on this point briefly to indicate just why I think the 
relationalist should thus bend over backwards, as it were. In a physical 
theory which asserts that the physical geometry is nondynamical, "fro
zen ," or "given once and for all," a dispositional account of metric interval 

ratios by means of counterfactuals is no less feasible than a corresponding 
dispositional account of, say, the solubility of sugar in water or of the 
brittleness of glass. Thus, in the pre-CTR version of the special theory of 
relativity ("STR"), for example, the four-dimensional metric ratio r of two 
timelike intervals I 1 and 12 on the physically possible world-line of some 
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liypotlidieul slu11dunl (11 10111/c) dock (,' could he co11stnie<l as follows: 
i11depend e11tly 01'11ow 11111d1 matte r-energy is present-and, in particular, 
independently of tlw amount of matter contained in the putative atomic 
dock C which could be applied mensurationally to both I 1 and Ir-the 
latter intervals have the disposition to accommodate respectively r1 and r2 

"ticks" of C such that r = r 1/r2 • In short, in the nondynamical STR, the 
putative presence and application of metric devices like the hypothetical 
C no more affects the truth of the pertinent subjunctive conditional asser
tion which renders the chronometric dispositions of I 1 and I 2 , than the 
putative or actual presence of a hammer affects the truth of a subjunctive 
conditional .concerning the outcome of a vigorous hammer blow against a 
highly brittle piece of glass. But precisely this immunity of the truth of the 

pertinent subjunctive conditional concerning the putative metric applica
tion of the FCS no longer obtains in the dynamical context of the CTR, 
unless approximations and limiting processes can somehow nonetheless 
be legitimately invoked even in the context of the nonlinear CTR. Hence 
I fear that both prudence and intellectual honesty require the relationalist 
to "bite the bullet" here by d'enying himself resort to "test particles ." 

By asserting in OI that the gµv fields of NE-C Q worlds acquire geomet
rical significance through the mediation of external entities like the FCS, 
the relationalist' s ontology can claim for itself the advantage of im
mediately being able to accommodate philosophically such "Two-Metric" 
theories as Dirac's proposed modification of CTR in the interest of ac

commodating quantum phenomena. 74 In Dirac's 1972 theory, macro
scopic and atomic metric standards generate incompatible metric ratios 
among space-time intervals in the manner familiar from E. A. Milne's 
logarithmically related astronomical and atomic time scales . 75 But Dirac 

points out that only the macroscopic standards physically realize the scalar 
lgµv dxµ dx" l

112
corresponding to the g µv field of Einstein's equations. Now 

the relationalist' s conception clearly countenances the existence of the gµv 

field qua pregeometric physical field. But it denies that this field also has 
ontologically l!nmediated, automatic, geometrical significance. Hence the 
relationalist allows Dirac's general relativistic-cum-quantum world to be 

relationally endowed with two different metric structures, each of which 
is physically realized and therefore significant. By the same token, the 
relationalist point of view accords ontological co-legitimacy to the 
aforementioned two different (nonlinearly related) time metrics of E. A. 

Milne's cosmology. 
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With respect to giving poignancy to th e re latio11alist's 011lology of mel 

ricality , Dirac's two-metric theory, in which the two sets of incompatible 
metric ratios are separately physically realized by important classes of 
external metric standards, is even more interesting than the most recent 
version of Nathan Rosen's "Bi-Metric Theory of Gravitation," in which 
only one of the two metrics is so realized. Rosen notes that "If the exist
ence of black holes is confirmed, this will represent a brilliant success of 
general relativity." 76 But in the absence of convincing evidence that black 
holes do exist, Rosen regards it as permissible to take the view that a 
"black hole" would represent "a breakdown of the familiar concepts of 
space-time and hence is something unphysical." 77 

Thus his motivation for trying to develop a modified theory of gravita
tion springs from the fact that the formalism of the CTR can be inter
preted as predicting the existence of black holes in nature. And Rosen's 
"Bi-Metric Theory of Gravitation" is intended to make available a theory 
of gravitation that is in agreement with known obseivations without per
mitting black holes. 

He employs two tensors , each of which has the formal properties of a 
pseudo-Riemannian metric tensor: one of these, the familiar g""' "can be 
interpreted as describing the true gravitational field, that is , the field 
arising from matter or other forms of energy," 78 while the other, y""' is a 
fiat-space metric tensor. 

To my mind, the interesting thing about Rosen's bi-metric relativity 
theory vis-a-vis the relationalist' s ontology is that, as he points out, the 
following physical interpretation of the two tensors gµ.v and 'Yµ.v is permis
sible though not required (unique): "one can regard the Yµ.v as describing 
the properties of space-time, which is now considered to be flat , while the 
gµ.v is interpreted as a gravitational potential tensor which determines the 
interaction between matter (or other fields) and gravitation." 79 

Rosen uses a tensor 'Yµ.v that is not realized physically by existing metric 
standards to impart a fiat geometry to a space-time that does contain 
matter and various ' physical fields . This kind of imposition of a metric 
structure on space is akin to the more pedestrian cartographic device of 
using a metric tensor that is not realized physically by rigid rods to impart 
a curved two-dimensional geometry to an ordinary sheet of paper lying on 
a table-top: a practically useful case in point is furnished by Mercator's 
Projection in cartography. 80 
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I .!'I 11s n·1 ·u ll 1'ro111 Ill<' i11trod11clory part of the present reply (2) that the 
CTH allows <'t11pt y spal'l'- limes that contain gravitational radiation . I shall 

11ow consider this particular class of gravitational fields. 
In my view, the first ontological moral to be drawn from the weakly 

empty space-times allowed by the CTR is this: although the name "gravi
tational'' field traditionally denoted a field that requires generating mate
rial sources, even a gµ.v field containing gravitational radiation can exist 
sourcelessly and, at least to this extent , is a kind of gravitational field not 
dreamed of in prior field physics ontology. In regard to sourcelessness, 
Ehlers and Kundt stressed the analogy to the existence of source-free 

electromagnetic fields in electrodynamics. 
But gravitational radiation has the important feature that its wave

fronts are null or "lightlike." Hence we must now consider the import of 
the latter fact for the divergence between the relationalist and the semi
absolutist in the light of the following consequence of John Winnie's 
theorem 8.1, stated in his essay el~ewhere in this volume: if we are given 
all of the null space-time trajectories of a weakly empty space-time, then 
the tensor gµ.v is thereby determined up to a constant (conformal) factor . 

But as Allen Janis has pointed out cogently, I believe, this result does 
not enable the semi-absolutist to adduce the nullity of the world-lines of 
gravitational wave-fronts to establish his thesis. Janis gives essentially 

three reasons for this conclusion: 
(1) It is unclear that in a given weakly empty space-time, there exist 

gravitational wave-fronts in a sufficient number of null directions on the 
null cone at any given world-point to determine the ten independent g"" 
values at that point. 

(2) In any event, at best the gµ.v are determined by null gravitational 
wave-fronts only at those world-points that lie on actual wave-f:onts , but 
are not so determined elsewhere in the space-time; yet in at leas t some 
weakly empty space-times, there are such points and indeed whole re

gions that are devoid of gravitational radiation. 
(3) The semi-absolutist could hardly invoke hypothetical or counter

factual gravitational waves ("gravitons") in the latter regions to vindicate 
his claim that the gµ.v field has gravitational-cum-metric physical 
significance throughout space-time: to assume hypothetical gravitational 
waves in those regions of an empty space-time actually devoid of them 
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is-by definition, as it WCrL~to talk aho11t a gravitatio11al fit •ld r1111tlHllH'll · 
tally different from the one whose geometrical signifiwnec is here al issi1t '. 

It is true but unavailing to the semi-absolutist that whereas the intro
duction of hypothetical "particles" belonging to the FCS would in princi

ple issue in an alteration of the T", tensor, the introduction of hypothetical 
"gravitons" into a weakly empty world would not affect the vanishing of 
Tµ,· After all, as explained in subsection B(2), the relationalist had to 
prudently "bite the bullet" by renouncing the resort to hypothetical 
members of the FCS because the latter would indirectly change th e 
gravitational field as a matter of physical law (Einstein's field equations) 
via a change of the tensor T",. All the less can the semi-absolutist intro
duce a direct change in the very nature of the given gravitational field in 
order to confer geometrical status on it! Thus, despite Winnie's very 
interesting result, gravitational radiation does not help the semi
ahsolutist. 

On the other hand, I must emphasize that the latter may be only cold 
comfort to the relationalist , since it need not redound to the credit of his 
position. For if it should turn out that in at least some weakly empty 
space-times , there is indeed sufficient gravitational radiation to determine 
the metric tensor (modulo a constant factor) for at least some world-points 
or even regions , then the relationalist would need to deal with a serious 
question put to me incisively by John Winnie to the following effect: in 
that putative case, doesn't the gravitational field autonomously and auto
matically have gravitational-cum-metric physical significance at these 
world-points or even in the regions in question? In the same vein, John 
Stachel has asked essentially: "If photon trajectories count as geometri
cally significant in the sense claimed by 01, why not also the wave-fronts 
of gravitational radiation?" I am inclined to think that under these posited 
circumstances of sufficient gravitational radiation, both the version of 
relationalism I have endeavored to articulate and semi-absolutism would 
be unsatisfactory: since they are contraries rather than contradictories, 
they can both be false . And indeed under the posited circumstances, I 
myself would take the moral of Winnie's and Stachel' s challenging rhetor
ical questions to be that the following kind of alternative third position is 
reasonable: the gravi tational field can acquire added geometiical and 
physical significance either from gravitational radiation itself or via the 
FCS. Thus under the posited conditions, the stated inclusion of gravita
tional radiation constitutes an enlargement of the FCS. Qua enlargement 
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l .. ss l .. gi t i111alt- tl11111 ll11 · lo1 llowi 11 g: th e i11d11sio11 of optical radar-ranging as a 
S/llffi(l/ lllclric St:111dan l rm i11crtial SyStelllS along With rigid rods, Once We 
ar .. given the upshot or th e null result of the Michelson-Morley experi-
111cnt. But 1 tend to agree with John Winnie's suggestion that although 
s11t.:h an enlargement would itself be altogether legitimate, it cannot be 
philosophically accommodated in my proposed relationalist framework 
without a kind of semantic skulduggery which would treat the gravita
tional field itself as no less external to the space-time manifold than , say, 
atomic clocks. 

Why, it might be asked, do I not agree that the gravitational fi eld of a 

1iurely empty space-time or a weakly empty one devoid of sufficient radia
tion is an adequate physical basis for constituting a space-time metric 
willy-nilly? In order to provide contex t for the reply which I am about to 
give to this question , I ask th e reader to bear in mind what I already said 
in the present subsection (2) a propos of the following two facts: (a) Con
traction of the gravitational fi eld tensor g;k with the tensor dx; dxk yields a 
scalar having the same mathematical properties as the square of a suitable 
geometrical pseudo-Riemannian ds of space-time, and thus in particular, 
(b) for an approp1iate set of space-time directions dx", this contraction will 
yield null values. I shall speak of any trajectory on which this contraction 
everywhere yields a null value as "gravitationally null." With this prepa
ration in mind, I now reply to the stated ques tion along the following 
lines. In weakly empty space-times, the wave fronts of gravi tational radia
tion as such physically pick out special space-time trajectories, and every 
such trajectory is also gravitationally null, i.e. , is characterized by the fact 
that the scalar g;• ck clxk is null along it, though not conversely. In other 
words, in a weakly empty space-time, a certain subsets of the gravitation
ally null trajectories can be picked out by gravitational radiation inde
pendently of that nullity. Now suppose that the thus independently 
characterized set s of trajectories is sufficiently rich for our impending 
purpose while its members are also taken to be the geometrically null 
lines of a pse udo-Riemannian space-time metric. Then at the points of the 
space-time which lie at an intersection of a sufficiently large number of 
members of s, the stipulated geometrical nullity of the latter will deter
mine the metric tensor of that metric modulo a constant factor. In this 
way, the propagation of gravitational radiation serves as the physical met
ric standard for the given space-time manifold! But in a purely empty 
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space- tim e, the re is no l'Ol'J't·s pondin g i11t!l'/w111/1' 11f ph ys iml pi l'king 0111 ol' 
a nonempty subset of th e class L ol' gravitationall y nnll trajcdori ('s, and 
indeed the set!, is physically picked out only hy the gravitational n11llity 
of its membe rs. H ence if this latter nullity were now declared to he 
geometrical as well with a view to establishing the reby th e geometri c 
physical signifi cance of th e g,k tensor, this would be physically tan
tamount to no more than just calling th is tensor "metiic." 

D. NE-GE SPACE-TI ME S 

The relationalist account of this class of space- times is evident from the 
account given of the NE-GQ ones under A above . But according as gravi
tational radiation itself can or cannot play the same geometrical role as the 
FCS in the sense just discussed , th e corresponding assessment of the 
re lationalist account given under th e preceding section C will apply. Thus 
in a nonempty space- time no less than in a weakl y empty one, gravita
tional waves may well qualify as a metri c standard when suffi ciently plen
tiful. And hence in a nonempty space-time, they enjoy parity with the 
FCS under tl1 e stipulated condition of suffi cient plen tifulness, a condition 

applicable alike to both. 
This brings us to a statement of the semi-absolutist's account as part of 

the resumption of my reply to Stein . But I do not mean to imply that Stein 
is necessarily an exponent of the tene ts of semi-absol utism as I shall 
formulate them. And I am glad that he will be speaking for himself on this 

point in his Reply in thi s same volume. 

The Semi-Absolutist's Account 

Not being an adhe rent of this account myself, I hope to do at leas t some 
justice to it by giving the mos t impressive fo rmulation of it which I have 

encountered . 
The semi-absolutist asse rts-outright, as far as I can see, without giving 

any reason other than the mathematical tensor properties of g,,.. - that 
ontologically eve1y ph ys ical tensor fi eld g,,.., allowed by Einstei n's equa
tions under specifi ed conditions autonomously and automatically has the 
physical signifi cance of be ing gravitational-cum-metric, i.e., of also being 
the metric tensor fi eld of the space-time in which the g,,.. fi eld exists 
ph ysically . Th e semi-ab solutist's th es is that th e g,,.. fi e ld's me tri c 
significance is both autonomous and automatic asse rts that this me tric 
significance never dep ends ontologically on any mediation by the F CS. 
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'l'l111s, wilh """I'""' lo Ill<' 1111iology 01'1!1" nll'lri c slrt1l'i11n· ol' spat:"- tirne , 
lh" sl'nri -ahsol11lisl d .. 11 i"s ll1al tl1(' role ol'thc FCS is ever constitutive and 
1·011fines th at rol1 · to IH ·i11g 111ani fes tational, p robative , and epistemic. For 
hrevity, let me introduce the acronym 'T AM" (Thes is of Autonomous 
Ml'tricality") to refer to the semi-absolutist's thes is that, in eve1y Einstein

ian g,,.,, world , the ph ysical significance of the g,,.. fi eld is autonomously 
and automatically gravitational-cum-mettic rather than pregeomehically 
gravitational. I have already remarked that within the framework of the 
semi-absolutist's ontology, I know of no reason given by him for his TAM 
oth er than that the pregeomet1ic gravitational tensor g,,.. has the same 
mathematical properties as a phys ically bona fid e metric tensor . And I 
explained at the beginning of the present reply section (2), by reference to 
th e phys ical fi eld tensors which I called ' f ,,.." and " T,,..," why the latter 
mathematical fact is insuffi cient as a reason for TAM . In contrast , fo r the 
cases of the NE-GQ and the NE-GE worlds, the relationalist offers an 
ontological reason for regarding the g ,,.. fi eld to be doing double duty as 
the gravitational-cum-metric fi eld in regions of the ir respective space
times that contain the FCS in suffi cient pl enitude to determine the metric 
tensor. Thus he points to the fac t that under the action of tl1e pregeomet
ri cal gravitational field g,,.. of a NE -GQ space- time, any existing FCS 
physically realize and-if suffi ciently plentiful- determine at least re
gionally the tensor rep resenting that fi eld , the reby enhanci ng its ontolog
ical signifi cance, which then becomes gravitational-cum-metric, if only 
regionally. 

Yet once we grant the semi-absolutist his TAM , his reasoning unfolds 

with impress ive cogency. Subject to correction, of course, I take Stein to 
be affirming TAM in his subsection (a) when he speaks of the differenti
able manifold of world-points and says that it "carries a ph ysical fi eld with 
the characteristi cs of the Einstein metric fi eld ." Having thus assumed 
TAM , Stein rightly feels justified ip holding for any space-time that, 
without any ontological mediation by the FCS qua metric standards, 
certain space-time path s or curves have the bona fide geometrical status of 
be ing, say, null or time-like geodesics on the strength of the phys ical g,,.. 
field alone. And geometrically it is then just ontological "gravy" that the 
behavior of specifi ed members of the FCS also picks out these already 
distinguished loci, since the latter's geometrical status then does not de
pend ontologically on the FCS qua metric standards. Instead, the FCS 
can manifest, explore , or probe the metrical structure by their behavior 
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and can thus yield adeq11ate geonwtri c data for ascertaining th at stni<'
ture. Of course, qua matte r-ene rgy entiti es, the FCS contrih11te to th" 
stress-energy tensor of Einstein's equations and th ereby make th eir pres
ence felt in contributing to thegµ, fi eld. But this does not make the metric 
fi eld ontologically dependent on the FCS playing the role of metii c 
standards. Small wonder, therefore, that any philosopher who assumes 
TAM is bound to conclude that the relationalist's 01 is wrong-headed in 
its account of the role of the FCS. 

On the other hand, by tacitly assuming TAM , the semi-absolutist can 
be driven unintentionally to put up a straw man as follows: he misportrays 
the relationalist, in effect, as den ying that qua pregeometric gravitational 
fi eld, the physical gµ, fi eld exists independently of being explored , man
ifested , or p robed by the FCS in their role as metric standards. This 
would be a serious misrepresentation, since the relationalist , no less than 
the semi-absolutist , affirms rather than denies this independent existence 
of the g µ• fi eld qua pregeometric physical field. What the relationalist does 
deny instead is that the gµ, fi eld also autonomously and au tomatically 
qualifies as gravitational-cum-metric in any and every space-time. By 
taci tly assuming TAM, the semi-absolutist can be easily misled into rea
soning thus : if someone ·denies that the gµ, field of an NE-GQ or NE-GE 
world qualifi es as gravitational-cum-metric independently of the metric 
role of the FCS , then he is thereby also necessarily denying the inde
pendent existence of the gµ, fi eld qua being pregeometrically gravi ta
tional. And, in this way, the semi-absolutist may innocently but nonthe
less fallacious ly erect a straw man by depicting the relationalist as denyi ng 
altogether that in the context of standard CTR, the physical g , fie ld of 
Einstein's equations exists independently of the metric role of the FCS. I 
do not say that Stein means to attribute this denial to the relationalist. But 
I think it is important to guard against such a misattribution when reading 
the arguments of semi-absolutists, lest there be serious misunders tanding 
of the philosophical dive rgence of the relationalist from th e semi
absolutist. 

As I have been emphasizing, my relationalist account of the metric 
status of the gµ, fi eld has been within the framework of standard (1915) 
CTR. But as I stated in my reply (1) above, the relationalist's on tology of 
the metric structure is open to refutation in at leas t the following way: if 
standard CTR were to be supplanted by something akin to Wheeler's 
pre-1972 CMD program , then the putative success of the latter would 
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fnniish good ).\r1111111 ls 1;,r n:i1'di11g tlH· rc lationalist's ontology of the 
space- ti nu· 111< ·t ri " a., .fiils<' . The justifica tion for this claim of the putative 
rcfi.1tation or 0 1 h('l'Ollles apparent by taking cognizance of the fact that in 
the monisti c C MD ontology, the FCS are lite rally reduced ontologically 
to being parts of the gµ, fi eld , instead of existing independently of it as 
peers of the antic realm. Being literally parts of the g fi eld in GMD , the 
FCS cannot first externally and hence relationally ccf~fer any (geo)metric 
status on that fi eld which it does not already have. And yet even in the 
GM D framework, the behavior of the now-reduced FCS can be held to 
furnish data attesting to the metric structure of space-time. Hence in the 
GMD ontology, any and all metric structure of the space-time manifold 
which may appear prima facie to be first generated ontologically by the 
FCS under the influence of the gµ, fi eld, is already vouchsafed ontologi
cally qua metric structure by the very existence of that fi eld. In short , by 
erasing, in reductionist fashion , the ontological line of demarcation which 
standard CTR had drawn be tween the metri cally-structured space-time 
manifold and the FCS external to it, GMD precludes the relationality of 
any metric interval ratios yielded by the no longer "foreign" FCS. 

Clearly, my relationalist extrapolation of Riemann's 01 from pre
relativistic physical 3-space to physical space-time is not an a priori 
philosophical claim; rather, my account is avowedly open to broadly em
pirical refutation by the putative success of an appropriate physical theory 
like GMD! And it may have a genuine difficulty with weakly empty 
space- times for reasons set forth under subsection C above . 

I hope to have shown that when I posed tile ques tion , "Whence does 
the metticality of space- time derive ontologically?" my question was not 
predicated on an a priori assumption of OI and thus did not preclude the 
kind of absolutistic answer given by GMD or by some other sort of ab
solutistic answer. Hence I do not see that my version of Riemann's 01 is 
open to the complaint of illicit ap riorism made by Stein when he said in 
his section (a): "whether we can ground the postulated metrical and di!~ 
feren tiable manifold structures in yet deeper ones, for which we can find 
good evidence, is always again a legitimate matter for inquiry, but that we 
must do bette r and do so in a specifi ed direction , is never a legitimate 
demand." In reply 3 below, I shall amplify the non-apriori sm of my 
conception by reference to n.onmetri cal aspects of geome tric structure . 81 

Moreover, note that the very strong assertion "[metrical) geome try (is) 
a mere bookkeeping for relations between particles" 82 relationalisti cally 
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goes very far beyond Hie111a1111 's dl'nial or tilt' 1111'/rirn/ 11s1u·1·f or N<·wton 's 
absolutism . The just cited, very strong contrary or unhridled ahso l11ti s111 
was entertained by Wheele r himself as part of his canvassing of vatitHis 
alternatives to his ers twhile GMD. 

Thus we must heed John Stachel's admonition to specify the particular 
features or aspects of the geometrical structure that are held to be re la
tional or ahsolute in a given physical theory , assuming that one has been 
initially specific in regard to what is to count as "geometrical. " 83 

In order to state a concluding caveat along these lines, suppose that 
someone espouses the very strong relational view that "geometry is a 
mere bookkeeping for relations between pa1ticles" and, more specifically, 
maintains the following: the entire space-time structure is both ontologi
cally and epistemologically a mere abstraction from the attributes and 
relations of physical things and events , such as causal relations. In this 
vit :;, thue is a physical substratum on which the entire space-time struc
ture is parasitic ontologically. Thus it may be claimed that any geometrical 
world-point de rives its very identity or individuality from an underlying, 
ideally punctal , actual, or merely possible, physical event. It should then 
be pointed out that in order to avoid logical havoc, even such a very 
~trongly relational thesis must distinguish carefully betwee n the 
abstracted space-time structure, on the one hand, and the physical sub
stratum from which the abstraction is presumably made, on the other. 

For consider any set A of ideally punctal , physical events which form an 
equivalence class in the sense that they all belong to the career of one and 
the same classical mass particle. The pertinent equivalence relation be
tween any two event-members of A is called th e re lation of genidentity. 
Now consider two distinct classical particles P 1 and P 2 whose careers are 
such that they collide just once. Can we conceptualize that collision by 
saying that the equivalence class of events which constitutes the career of 
P1 intersects in the set-theoretic mathematical sense with the equivalence 
class P2 ? Such a conceptualization of the collision would be inconsistent 
with the status or'genidentity as an equivalence relation among events 
belonging to the career of one and the same particle. For if we regarded 
the event classes P1 and P2 as intersecting in the mathematical sense, then 
the putative intersection event E 0 would be genidentical with some other 
event E, in P 1 and also with yet another event E 2 in P,, but such that E 1 

and E 2 are not genidentical with each other. Hence instead of concep
tualizing the collision of our two particles as the intersection of two sets of 
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)(l'11id <'11lirnl "'" 'Ill s , ""' 111i g lr1 """"' eo rT<'dl y regard tire collision as a 
"""'Pl l'x """" ' l't111s lit11t c·d li y tlrl' coi11cid11 11 ce of two distinct, ideally 
p1111 ctal , physical c•v" 11t s. So far , we have talked on ly about the phys ical 
rnhslratum. 

But our relationalist phi losopher tells us that the space-time geometer 
lr as abstracted a geometrical entity called a world-line L1 from the physi
m l career of PI> i.e., that the constituent world-points of L, collectively 
are the space-time trajectory of P1 . Similarly for P2 and its corresponding 
world line L2 • Now note that on this level of geometiical abstraction , the 
re lationalist can speak quite consistently about the intersection of L1 with 
L2 in th e set-theoretic sense. But we saw that he could not with logical 
impunity similarly regard th e careers of P 1 and P2 as intersecting, even 
th ough he considers those physical careers to be the respective ontol,ogi
cal substrata of L1 and L2 . Thus even the aforementioned dyed-in-the
wool relationalist cannot talk interchangeably about world-points and the 
ideally punctal physical events from which they are held to be abstracted, 
or about a space-time trajectory L 1 and the event class P, from which it is 
presumed to be abstracted. Assume that the relationalist grants the refore 
the necessity of heeding the distinction be tween a world-point and the 
event occurring at that point, so to speak . Then he can agree with his 
absolutist opponent on the meaningfulness of this distinction , even 
though they disagree on wheth er the existence of a world-point depends 
ontologically on the physical event which occupies it . Hence the ab
solutist and the relationalist can each speak consistently of things and 
processes as populating space-time or of physical goings-on within space
time , but with a proviso: we are to understand that the relationalist gives a 
somewhat Pickwickian meaning to these locutions, because of his avowed 
abstractionism, whereas the absolutist blithely intends them to be taken 
literally. 

I have illustrated the need to specify the aspects of the geometrical 
structure that are held to be relational or absolute in a given case. The 
preceding discussion of these illustrations wi ll now enable me to deal with 
the last of the important questions put to me in Stein 's comments and 
likewise asked by David Malament. 

(3) ls it legitimate to postulate a manifold topology and a differentiable 
structure u.pon the set of world-points as intrinsic-and as not "grounded" 
in anything prior-while asking, "Whence does the space-time manifold 
get i.ts rnetricality and particular metric structure?" 
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Stein's concluding ques liou was: hy whal priudpl1· ordispeusaliou dill's 
the underlying four-dim ensional manifold structure cseapc th<' hurdeu or 
justification that the metric fi e ld allegedly has to bear? 

My reaction to this challenge is quite different d epending on whethe r it 
is to be given sub specie aeternitatis or only relatively to the present state 
of physical theori es . 

Sub specie aeternitatis , le t us as k: "Where does the four-dim ensional 
differen tiable man ifold structure of space-time come from?" In line with 
some conference remarks by John Stachel and Jurgen Ehlers , let me 
suggest that the four-dimensionality of space-time might be discovered to 
be relational. Indeed , it might tum out that space- time is relationally 
endowed with two different dimensionalities in rough analogy to the way 
the unive rse of Dirac's two-metric theory is endowed with two inte rest
ingly differe nt metri c structures. Furthermore, as John Earman has 
pointed out to me, one might envision giving a causal underpinning not 
only for the four-dimensional manifold feature, but even for the dif
fe rentiability. This merely illustrates how, in principle, one might envi
sion a relationalist answer to the question we just asked, without thereby 
having precluded by the very posing of the question that the answer turn 
out to be an absolutistic one instead . 

That the ques tion is not a loaded one is shown by the history of the 
corresponding me trical question: as we saw in section 2 on Newton, the 
fourteenth-century exponents of compositio ex punctis asked, "Where do 
the metric interval ratios of Euclidean phys ical space come from?"-yet 
th ey gave an absolutistic answer by invoking their theory of the car
dinalities of intervals. 

In sum, sub specie qetemitatis, no aspect of the geometrical structure is 
exempt from the ontological scrutiny which I have asked the metric fea
ture to bear in the tradition of Rie mann and Wey!. 

But in all of my writings on the ontology of physical geometry , I have 
been viewing things in the light of our present knowledge rather than sub 
specie aeternitatis ' Specifically, I followed Riemann even a century afte r 
his death in sti ll taking the n-dim ensional manifold structure and the 
locally Euclidean topology of physical 3-spaces and various space-times as 
absolute or given without relation to anything external. 84 For, although 
that structure may not be here to stay in future science, at present we are 
presumably stuck with it as seemingly "rock bottom. " Jurgen Ehlers has 
emphas ized this bedrock status of the locally Euclidean topology by spe-
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da l r..f(·n·uc" In <' lllT<'ul q11aul11111 lhcory. Bui , as shown hy the example 
or Dirac's 'l'wo- M1 •I rk Th<'ory- to me ntion only one-no one metric 
slnicture is al a ll cou1parab ly " rock-bottom ." For this reason, I focused 
111 y ontological question on the specifically metrical aspect of geometric 
sl rncture and asked only, "Where does the metricality of space-time come 
from?" By the same token, in the perspective of the current state of our 
,,hysical knowledge-a perspective which Stein himself adopted-it 
seems to me beside the point, qua criticism of my preoccupation with the 
ontology of the metric, to note with Stein that nowadays mathematicians 
know of many more abstract structures, topologies, or what have you that 
can be put on a bare point set than they were able to do at the time of 
Riemann. 

On the other hand, sub specie aeternitatis , I reject a double standard of 
ontological scrutiny as between the metrical and nonmetrical aspects of 
geometric structure : in the latter perspective , the neo-Riemannian in
quiry , "Where does the metricality of space-time come from?" opens the 
mind not only to the legitimacy but also to the possible fruitfuln ess of a 
corresponding ontological question concerning one or another nonmetri
cal feature of geometric structure. And therefore the remarks about con
ceivable alternative relational dim ensionalities which I made above sub 
specie aeternitatis indicate that the receptivity of a bare point set to a 
plethora of alternative abstract structures lends poignancy to asking about 
the ontology of all features of the geometry. And in the case of the 
ontological question concerning nonmetrical features , my construal of the 
question no more loads the dice in favor of a relationalist verdict than it 
did in the metrical case. 

Far from having become spurious or lost its pertinence to presen t-day 
theories of space-time structure, the distinction between absolute and 
relational properties of space-time now has considerably more sophisti
cated actual and potential relevance than envisioned by Newton and 
Leibniz. And thus , the philosophical rivalry suggested by the title of this 
paper is not an anachronism. 

5. Epilogue : Time-Ori entability 
and the Individuation of World-Points 

Let me conclude by raising a question concerning (a) the theoretical 
capability of Einstein's space-time theory to individuate the world-points 
of any particular space-time manifold that falls within its purview, and (b) 
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the bearing of that capabilit y 011 tlu · daim that actual spae<·- ti1nl' '""' 
always be held to be time-01i entable with impunity. This question w_iil lw 
relevant alike to various absolutistic and relational construals ol that 
th eory. For exampl e, it will be pertinent to Wheeler's early geomet
rodynamic kind of ex treme absolutism, which asserts that empty curve d 
space-time is everything. And it will be no less germane to the sev.eral 
versions of relationalism that deny this absolutism. We can go back bnefly 
to Newton and Leibniz and illustrate how the problem of individuation 
confronts both the absolutist and the relationalist, although they each give 
a different twist to it. The problem of what makes one world-point dif
ferent from another presents itself, because at leas t prima facie all world
points are alike with respect to the ir monadic properties. J. L. And~.rson 
has overstated this alikeness in his book on relativity by saymg: Th e 
distinguishing feature of a particular point of . . . space-time is that it 
has no distinguishing features; all points of space-time are assumed to be 

equivalent. " 85 

. Turning back for a moment to Newton and Leibniz, we recall from a 
quotation from Howard Stein that Newton differed from Leibniz in regard 
to the character of the relations which Newton regarded as individuating 
the points of space: Newton held that purely internal or spatial relations 
themselves give the parts of space their individuality, whereas Leibniz 
believed that such individuation had to be grounded in relations involving 
nonspatial entities. But Stein also emphasizes that despite this difference 
concerning th e ontological autonomy of space, Newton and Leibniz 
agreed on a cardinal philosophical p1inciple of individuation, to wit, 
Leibniz's principle of the identity of indiscernibles. Says Stein: 'The idea 
formulated by Leibniz as the principle of th e iden tity of indisce mibles is 
obviously a familiar one to Newton; and he bases upon it a view of the 
stan.ding towards one another of the parts of space that is strikingly similar 

to Leibniz's. 86 

We must be careful not to trivialize Leibniz's requirement that world
points mu'st differ in some property or relation if they are to be distinct 
individuals. Thus one must not countenance as an individuating property 
of a point a the property of being identical to a, a property which the point 
a possesses uniquely in trivial , solitary splendor. For such a trivialization 
would really beg the question. Incidentally, Quine's uniquely instantiable 
predicates do not se1ve to abet such a trivialization. For as H ector-Neri 
Castaneda has explained , "Jn recent times, Quine h as introduced , in the 
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style of Bcwthl11 ,, , 1111lq11 .. ly i11sla11tiahl<· pn ·dil'at1 ·s lik .. 1'1 ·~asiz1·., a11d 
Hector-N e ri Cas ta1kcli1.c ·s . Tl11 ·si· predicates arc. howcvl'r , 1101 i111< ·11d<·d 
hy Quine to ex pn·ss a11 i11divid11atin!-( propert y ... ., 

Le t me first give a ve1y e lementary example to formulate the poi11t of 
view from which I shall ask my question. An ordinary he misphe re S 
sitting on a table in Euclidean 3-space can be turned into a model ofsing/e 
elliptic 2-space as follows: we identify antipodal equatorial points of that 
surface as being the same (or equivalent), so that any two great circles of S 
are now said to intersect only once, whereas before they intersected twice 

with the equatorial great circle. 
This identification procedure is of formal mathematical interest . But I 

trust that at .least some of us would react to this procedure somewhat as 
follows: (1) It is meaningful to say that in the physical world which sur
rounds us , the antipodal equatorial points that have been merged by the 
identification procedure are in fact ontologically distinct. To mention only 
one reason for their distinctness , note that they each coincide with dif~ 
ferent points of the table. (2) Not only is it meaningful ontologically to say 
that the antipodal points are distinct, but we are able epistemologically to 
ascertain that this assertion of nonidentity is true . For example, at a given 
time, two of us can respectively touch disjoint parts of the hemisphere 
that respectively contain these distinct points, even though they have 
been declared to be the same in the identification procedure . 

In the much more inte res ting contex t of the De Sitter universe, 
Schriidinger has discussed the considerations that presumably warrant 
the identification of antipodal world points of the pseudo-spheric world 
model so as to give an elliptic interpretation of it. 88 

More generally, consider the case of those rival manifold topologies in 
cosmological models which are obtainable from one another by proce
dures of identifying points in a covering manifold or carrying out the 
inve rse disidentification to generate the topologically different covering 
manifold. He re I am inclined to agree tentatively with Clark Glymour's 
view of the ontological status of these rival topologies. H e says: "Consider
ing these examples of alternative topologies, I find myself reluctant to 
grant that both of a pair of alternatives might in fact be true. The alterna
tives seem to be most naturally understood as contradictory and irrecon
cilable." 89 The reason given by Glymour in support of this view is that the 
alternative topologies depend on what basic individuals there exist in the 
universe, and that such ontological differences are matte rs of truth or 
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falsity. More precisely , our actual unive rse may, ofconrse, he 11either ofa 
particular pair of topologically different space-time models which are re
lated by identification or disidentilication of world-points . But it is 
claimed to be meaningful to assert on the ontological level that we live in 
at most one of the two models , and furth e rmore meaningful to ask in 
which one of the two, if either, we do actually have our being. It is then an 
additional difficult epistemological question whether we can discover em
pirically the answer to this ontologically meaningful question. •o 

Let these tentative assumptions be granted for now. And let us bring to 
bear the same kinds of assumptions on the case in which a given space
time (M , g) lacks the global conformal property of tim e-orientability but is 
turned into a corresponding time-orientable space-time by disidentifica
tions which generate its double covering space. 

Hawking and Ellis appeal to this disidentification procedure and write: 
"we shall assume that either [the space-time] (M, g) is time-orientable or 
we are dealing with the time-orientable covering space."•1 · 

This prompts my ques tion about individuation of world-points , which is 
addressed to both the all-out space-time absolutist and to his relationalist 
critics of one stripe or another. The question is: what criteria of identity or 
distinctness for world-points and/or punctal events , if any, can give physi
cal meaning to the required formal disidenlifications at the ontological 
level of postulated space-time theory? This question is logically piior to 
the furth e r hard question of whether such disidentifications can also be 
legitimated empirically at the epistemological level, rather than merely at 
the level of postulational meaningfulness. 92 

It seems to me that an adequate defense of Glymour's stated point of 
view, which I endorsed tentatively, depends on the provision of a viable 
criterion of individua tion for world-points which are prima facie so much 
alike with respect to their monadic properties. 

In casting about for such a criterion of individuation, I first turned 
hopefully to the Bergmann and Komar method of constructing "intrinsic 
coordinates" under 'sufficiently heterogeneous conditions. Typically such 
an intrinsic coordinate system is furnished by four independent scalar 
fi elds whose construction involves the use of the metric. •3 If this method 
were feasible globally as a means of individuating all of the world-points of 
a given space-time, then it might serve even within the all-out absolutistic 
fram ework of Wheeler's erstwhile vision of geometrodynamics. 

But as Peter Bergmann kindly emphasized to me in personal corre-
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spo11cle11 ce. thi s 111nlh11d 11f inlrinsic coordinat es works on ly locall y in 
patches of spa('C 0- li1111 ·. ii' al all . Even loca ll y, it may fail as a suffi cient 
condition for indiviclualio11 , because existing continuous isometries would 
preclude the avai lability of four independently varying scalars. 

Clark Glymour has argued that for the large class of "weakly distin
!-(uishing" space-times in which the two lobes of each light cone are dis
joint, "we may then regard the entities of the manifold as individuated by 
their metric relations." 94 

Assuming the success of this criterion of individuation for the specified 
kind of space-times, I ask: to what extent can it serve to distinguish 
be tween a space-time and its covering space-time as well as to discredit 
the claim that actual space-time can always be held to be time-orientable 
with impunity? 

John Earman has mentioned, without giving reasons, his view that the 
latter claim can indeed be discredited .95 I raised my question partly to 
emphasize the desirability of the published availability of the views of 
Earman and others who have developed thei r ideas on defensible answers 
to the question. 
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plane of the sheet of paper, and the points (0 , (M of !lu_• glol>e (sph(·rl') whc ·n · 0 i.'i llw :111.c;li · ol' 
longitude and <P th e angle of colatitude. Th e mappi ng i:o; gi ven by 

x = kB , y = k .<ech - 1 (sin 4>) = k log tan .'!!_ 
2 

(James and James, Mathematics Dictionary , 3rd ed. (Princeton : Van Nostrand , 1968), p . 
234.) 
A metric that is bizarre in the sense that it is not yie lded by rigid rods can now be imposed 
on the sheet of paper by transferring the globe's metri c ds' =a' dq,' +a' sin '<J> dB' (a is th e 
radius in the chosen units) to the sheet of paper via the stated mapping. When the "trans
ferred" tls2 is then expressed in terms of the coordinates x, u of the points on the paper and of 
their diffe rentials , the resulting form of the metric will not be ds' = dx' + dy' (to within a 
multiplicative constant) but will have a metric tensor which is not realized by rigid rods on 
the sheet of paper. 
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